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The Season.

BUCK,

L.

THE

ENOI.NEERS AND SURVEYORS.
High Street, South Paris, Maine.

Maps and Plana made to order.
Maps of the tlmberlan<l· ami pocket maps of
eai b rouDty for sale.
(Publl here of the Atlas of Maine.)
FOB

SALE.

One of tlie best investments in South
l'.iris, un High Street.
Eighteen-room
Large
house, tinished in three rents.
acres of land.
Several
stable connected.
localdesirable
in
lots
house
three
Also
ity. Contemplated removal only cause
for sale.
J. 11. STUART, South Paris.

\Ym. C. Leavitt Co.,
St., Norway,

14 Main

Me.

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

All Kinds of

Pipe Repairing,

and Iron.

This twenty-Ant day of March apparently makes the dividing line between
winter and spring, thia being the finit
day indicating a break in the continuons
cold that has held northern New Ingland in its grasp since the frost sealed up
the outside farm work and covered the
face of the land with snow the closing
days of last November. While extreme
and continuous c-ld has characterized
the winter, jet otherwise the season has
been favorable for business in the main,
a large amount of which bas been carried on. Snow came on early and storms
bave been frequent, yet in every case
they have been light and with a single
exception no serious obstruction to
regular business. There has been but
one windy day for the winter, and but
one day of blockade of the highways
from drifted snow. Otherwise continuous, good sleighing baa favored business
activity and contributed to the pleasure
of travel up to the present time.
Another marked characteristic of the
winter, unusual for Maine, has been the
almost entire absence of rain for the
entire time since the first snow fall of
the season. With the exception of a
light sprinkle for a few hours in the
early winter, there has not been a drop
of rainfall for the entire winter up to
date, throughout all central and northern Maine, and the present covering of
snow has not yet made even a start
towards giving way to the approaching
spring. Yet there has been no general
complaint of a shortage of water for any
purpose. This can only be accounted
fer on account of the complete and continuous covering of snow, and from the
fact there is absolutely no frost in the
ground under this covering.
Maine farms are all provided with
comfortable shelter for stock, and in
these quarters the stock has come
through the long winter housing in good
condition, sleek and thrifty. The cows
have continued their usual How of milk,
and have kept the butter factories and
the cream trade supplied with an amount
of buitinesH that will compare well with
former and less severely cold winters.
The comfortable housing of cows tones
down the rigors of our cold winters in a
Butter and cream have
marked degree.
sold unusually high all through the winter, thus more than making up for the
high cost of grain feed, and serving to
keep up an encouraging outlook to the
dairy business.
There is some complaint beard that
hay fodders have not spent this winter
as well as usual, and as a consequence,
while there is plenty of hay within
reach, in many barns the supply will be
well cleaned out by the time grass
grows again.
On the whole,

prices of stock of all
kinds—dairy products, pork, and in fact
have
Lead everything farmers have for sale,
been well up and quick of sale during

Taltphoa* 134-11.

J. WALDO NASH,

Ae a result, farmers are in
good spirits and wide-awake to grapple
in earnest with the work of the coming
seeding time as soon as the grasp of
winter is past and nature is again
awakened to life.—Maine Farmer.
the winter.

Licensed Taxidermist,

About Some of the New Varieties.
Please inform me through the columns
of the Farmer if the following varieties
MASONIO BLOCK,
of apple» are adapted to the climate of
Ben Davis,
Maine: Black
southern
NORWAY.
Connection.
Telephone
Chicago, Delicious, Ingram and King
David, and oblige
Rives Mitcukll.
Penobscot Co.
HOLLISTCR-9
The several varieties of apples named
Tea
are among the later introductions which
Â Busy Kedioia· for Bqjj People.
one after another have been introduced
P:!açs Golden Health sad Btnewed Vigor.
to tree planters with a blazon of paint
LWe
A sxv.illc f<»r Constipation. Indigestion.
and a skillful play of advertising. There
an.l Kidney Trouble*. Pimples. Kczema. Impure
a distant state tliat
Blood, Rvl Breath. Sluggish Bowels. Headache is a nursery firm in
an I Backai ho. It'* Rooky Mountain Tea in tab- seems to make a specialty of introducing
made
Genuine
a
box.
ϋ"»
cents
by
let form,
*
new varieties of apple trees, of the merU<>l:.i3tek Dare Company, Madison, Wis.
its of which little is known only through
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE the
extravagant representations sent
broadcast over the country by the Arm
growing the trees for sale. So extravagant are the merits set forth of these
new varieties, as they come along, that
fruit growers may well conclude that a
new competitor for appreciation, needing such a representation to make it
take, must be in a measure a humbug.
All uf the varieties named above are of
this class, and not one of them has
sufficient merit to recommend it above a
double score of the varieties of accepted
and widely known value now being
know a comgrown among us. We
munity of fruit growers who are continually running alter everything that is
new till they have tilled their orchards
with such a multiplicity of varieties,
none of which have merit sufficient to
recommend them to the attention of
buyers, as to render them unprofitable
to the owners. Better to plant varieties
South Paris, Maine.
of established merit, of which there are
plenty, and let the Delicious, King
David and Seedless apples alone. New
A
better than the Baldwin, Bellvarieties
CURE
Hower, Greening and Gravenstein do not
If fruit growers will
come along often.
but remember that, it would save them
is quickly absorbed.
a waste of both time and money.—Maiue
Gut» Rah·» at Once.
Farmer.

Nuggets

Rocky Mountain

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and

Coal at

The Dairy Barn and Its Care.

The barn and its care have an important influence in the produotion of pare
milk. A· it ia impossible to secure this
in a dirty, dark barn, reeking with
odors of manure, it* construction must
be taken into account. Plenty of air
space must be provided in order to insure pure air, from 900 to 1000 cubic feet
being needed for each animal. An abundance of window space must be provided. Enough light should enter to
enable one to read a newspaper in the
darkest places. The ventilation should
be such that the air is changed every
few minutes.
Anyone contemplating a new barn or
the reconstruction of an old barn to conform with the ideas here mentioned
should secure some good treatise on barn
construction and venti lation. [Supplied
by Orange Judd Company of New
York.] It is evident to any observer
that one of the difficulties in securing
good milk is the dark, poorly ventilated
and constructed barns, containing rotten wooden floors that cannot be cleaned. Concrete is the best material for
floors. It is economical and can easily
be kept clean. If wood is used in floor
construction, it should be closely laid in
pitch and kept in perfect repair. The
interior of the barn should be kept well
covered with whitewash, which acts as a
purifier and makes the rooms much

Bucket Covers Essential in Sugaring.
When lapping my sugar bush I am
very careful not to tap Dear any old bole
I manage to keep
or defect in the tree.
the sap gathered up very closely, also
keep the spouts clean so they will not
sour.
Keep the sap as oool as possible
and do not let it stand. I use an improved evaporator as well as other
modern conveniences. With these later
evaporators one can boil sap much
faster and with less wood than in the

old way.
I

would
for

covers

Positive

Ely's Cream Bain

PPUrj

Headaches.

Eye

Proper

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

RICHARDS,

S.

Graduate

Optician,

South Paris.
lO&Q&O&O

A

new

Lot

of Plumbing Goods.
The best of
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and *ee this l»ne. Job
No
attended to.
bing

promptly

charge

for team.

Ii. M. Lonfley,
Maine.
Norwav,

W· Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.

iumtrimiMiNHi

1:5 to 1:6?

nutritive ratio of
1 to 10 as the result of most analyses;
wheat bran, 1 to 3 $-10; linseed oil meal,
1 to less than 2, hence you see that it
would require 500 pounds of cornmeal to
contain as much proteine as in the 100
about
pounds of linseed oil meal, and
250 pounds of cornmeal to contain as
much proteine as 100 pounds of the wheat
bran. Now you have the figures which
will make a good problem for you or
to work out. As a
your school boys
say without figpractical mixing I will100
pounds of linuring that should the
seed oil meal be mixed with 500 pounds
of oornmeal and 150 pounds of wheat
bran the ratio would not be far from 1

Cornmeal has bad

a

to 5.—Cor. is Tribune Farmer.

absolutely just, both to producer and
to get for
consumer, enabl ing the former
his product exactly what it is worth and
the latter to get milk of such quality as
he prefer* at its exact value.—New England Farmer.

ip giving his
regard to grains

Walter S. Buck, Norway,

experience recently

in

By

Copyright, 1900. ky Frank Κ Spwr—■

[CONTTXTTBD.]

took his breath he turned his back and
fon;:ht for another. Blinding sheet·
of rain poured on him. Water streaming down tiie track caught his feet. A

slivered tie tripped him, and, falling
headlong. the sharp ballast cut his
wrists and knees like broken glass. In
desperate haste he dashed ahead again.
The headlicht loomed before him like
There was light
a mountain of flame.
enough now through the sheets of rain

cape from that cab now?
One, two. three, four cars pounded
over the split rails In half as many
seconds. Ben, running dlznily for life
to the right, heard abave the roar of
the storm and screech of the sliding
wheels a ripping, tearing crash, the
harsh scrape of escaping steam, the
hoarse cries of tbe wounded cattle.
And through the dreadful dark and
the fury of the babel the wind howled
in a gale and the heavens poured α
flood.
Trembiiug from excitement ami exhaustion. lieu staggered down the
main track. A man with a lantern ran
against him. It was the brakeman
who h:ul lieen hack with the torpedoes.

He was crying hysterically.
They stumbled over a body. Seizing
the lantern. Ben turned the prostrate
man over and wiped tlie mud from his
close

Andy

soon

than
(Joil

whe watches over plucky engineers
had thrown him out from the horrible
wreckage only he knew. But there
Andy lay, and with a lighter heurt
Ben headed a wrecking crew to bogin
the task of searching for any who
might by fatal chauce have been

caught in the crash.

while the trainmen of the
freights worked at the wreck the passenger train was backed slowly—so
And

slowly ami

so

smoothly—up

over

the

switch and past, over the hill and past
and so to Turner Jutictiou and around
by Oxford to Zanesvllle.
When the snn rose the earth glowed
In the freshness of Its June shower
bath. The flier, uow ninny miles from
in toward
Omaha, and mothers, waking their little ones In the berths, told them how
close death had passed while they

Beverly hill,

was

speeding

slept. The little girls did not quite
understand It. though they tried very
hard, aud were very grateful to that
man. whom they never saw and whom
they would

never see.

But the little

boys—never mind the little boys—they
understiKxl it. to the youngest urchin
011 the train, and fifty times their papas
had to tell them how far Ben ran and
how fast to save their lives. And one
wish I knew his namewent with his pnpa to the depot masfer
at Omaha when the flier stopped and
gave him his toy watch aud asked him
please to give It to that man who had
little

♦♦♦

boy—I

saved his mamma's life by runuiug so
far in the rain, and please to tell him
how much obliged he was—if he would
be so kind.
So the little toy watch came to our
superintendent and so to me, and I, sitting at Cameron's bedside talking the
wreck over with Ben, gave it to him.

And the big fellow looked as pleased as
If it had been a Jeweled chronometer.
Irttlwd that was the only medal Ben

got.

The truth Is we had no gold medals
to distribute out on the West End In
those days. We gave Ben the best we
had, and that was a passenger run.
But he Is a great fellow among the
Aud on stormy nights
railroad men.
switchmen In the Zanesvllle yard·,
smoking In their shanties, still tell of
that night, that storm, and how Ben

Buckley threw Second Seventy-seven
at the foot of Beverly hill.

Definition·.
Asked to define a suffragist, a British schoollioy answered, "A person
wlio creates a disturbance." One boy
described "surf" as "a form of seaweed which grows In the Pacific
ocean." In an essay on the canine race
a pupil declared that "small dogs Improve by keeping," and another gave
the singular of "twain" as "worsted."
There Yet.
Scott—My wife's mother has visited
Mott—
five years.
ne only once in
Tbnt isn't bad. When do you expect
her to pay her second visit? Scott—
Oh, she hasn't got through her first
yet.—New York Telegraph.

Farmer.

Daniel'· Fame.
No other stock will atand by both the
Deacon Jones—Why was Daniel the
cows.
like
is
best
and
farm
dairy
his
market
farmer
and
the
when
Sell bogs
most popular man meutloned In the
wisdom or They enrich their otfner and at the same
they are ready. There is ao
until tkuj time they earleh the (arm from whioh OU Testament? Brother Smith— Behogs
in
keeping
eooaomy
cause be wa> lionized.
they are fed.—Mala· Farmer.
weigh just so many pound·.

the

IIEN

great

engine whlcb
we

called

the

Skyscraper

of
out
Zanesville
shop», she was
rebuilt from
pilot to tender.
Our uiUbvL·.' mechanic, Neighbor, had
an idea, alter her terrific collision, that
she could not stand heavy main line
passenger runs, so he put her on the
It was what railroad
Acton cut off.
inen call a jerk water run, whatever
that may be, α little Jaunt of ten miles
across the divide connecting the uorthςπι division with the Denver stem.
It was just about like running a trolley. and the run was given to Dud
Sinclair, for after thnt lift at Oxford
bis h-tck was never strong enough to
shovel coal. and. he hud to tuke an encnnie

the

gine

or

hiss and a roar.

Before

Reynolds

know It. for her nose b;:ng to the s tee!
like the snout of a p rinter.
He was a man of a hundred even
then—Burns—but nobody knew it titer:
We hadn't thought much about Bum
before. He was a tall, lank Irish boy
with an open face aiid a inorni::;.
smile. Dad Sinclair took him on he
cause nobody else would have liiui
Burns was so green that Foley sah
you couldn't set his name a lire. II·
would, so Foley said, put out a hot lie»

well.

G corgi e. who was never happy unless he had elgift or ten Pullmans behind him and the right of way over
everything between Omaha and Denver, made great sport of his father's
little smoking car and day coach be-

just bv blinking at it.

hiud the big engine.
Foley made sport of the remodeled
He used to stand by while
engiue.
the old engineer was oiling and asl;
him whether he thought she could
catch a Jack rabbit. "I mean." Foley
would say, "If the rabbit was feeling

backwar^
J

^

iiiÎnitinL' every one of them in
cab of No. 1—still they came together.
was too fearful a momentum to
overcome, when minutes mean mile,

Î?

"We'll cr.ll her Sal Soda, Géorgie."
suggested Ir'oley.
"No," interposed Georgie. "Stop a
bit. 1 have it. Not Sul Soda at all.

Uurna heard the cry. It nerved him to
a supreme effort.
But every mail's turu comes υ tire,
ami It bail coûte to Bums. It was Dick
Hums' chance uow to show what manner of stuff was bred in Ills lull?; Irish
bones. It was his task to make Hie
steam—If lie could—faster than Dad

Sinclair could burn It. Whit use to
grip the throttle and scheme if Hums
didn't furnish the power, put the life
Into her heels as she raced the wind—
the merciless, restless gale sweeping
over the prairie faster than horse could

fly before it?

Working smoothly

and

swiftly

Into a

dizzy whirl, the monstrous drivers took
the steel In leaps and bounds. Dad Sinclair, leaning from the cab window,
gloatingly watched their gathering
speed, pulled the bar up notch after
notcb, and fed Burns* tire Into the old

engine's arteries fast and faster than

she could throw It into lier steel hoofs.
That was the night the West End
knew that a greenhorn had cast his
chrysalis and stood out a man—knew
that the honor roll of our frontier di
vision wanted one more name, aud
that It was big Dick Burns'. Sinclair

to the throttle,
his eyes strainiug into the night ahead,
and the face of the long Irish boy.
streaked with smut aud channeled
with sweat, lit every minute with the
glare of the furnace as be fed tinwhite hot blast that leaped and curled
and foamed uudcr the crown sheet of

hung silently desperate

Soda Water Sal.
There he stooped and sweat aud
swung as she slewed aud lurched and
Jerked across the fish plates. Carefully,
nursinglv. ceaselessly he pushed the

eteam pointer higher, higher, higher on
the dial—and that despite the tremendous drafts of Dad's throttle.
Never a glance to the right or the
left, to the track or the engineer. From
the coal to the fire, the fire to the water, the water to the gauge, the gauge
to the stack and back again to the coal

—that was Burns. Neither eyes nor
ears nor muscles for anything but
eteain.
Such a firing as the West End never
saw till that night; such a firing as the
old engine never felt In her choking
flues till that night: such a firing a·
Dad Sluclalr, klug of all West and
East End firemen, lifted his bat to—
that was Burns' flriug that night on
Soda Water Sal. the night she chased
the Acton runaways down the line to

here in less than thirty minutes. They'll
Dad," cried Reyn- save Georgle Sinclair and No. 1.
go Into her sure.
olds. all In a fright, "what'll I do? I It was a frightful pace—bow frlgbtI fill no one ever knew; neither old man
For heaven's sake, do something!
;

Sinclair nor Dick Burns ever cared.
the crew of a freight, aide trackel for the approaching flier, saw an
engine flying light; knew the hunter
and the quarry, for they had seen the
runaways shoot by—saw then, a minute after, η star and a streak and a

I Only,

Peculiar to Itself

In combination, proportion and process, Hood's Sarsaparilla
is therefore Peculiar to Itself in merit, sales and cures.
It is made from the best blood-purifying, alterative and

ingredients by such original and peculiar methods as

to

retain the full medicinal value of each and all
The severest forms of scrofula, salt rheum, catarrh, rheumatism, dyspepsia, and debility are cured every day by

Hood's
Sold

by druggists.

Sarsaparilla

100

by thousands
They came together, but Instead of
destruction and I
au appalling wreck

aud tons arc reckoned

Make it S<xla Water Sal."
Then they laughed uproariously, aud
in the tooth of Dad Sinclair's protestsfor he ohjwted at once and vigorously
—the que« r name stuck to the engine,

tonic

wlud Burns heard the cry. It nerved
him to a supreme effort He slipped the
eye once more Into the draw and mal·
aged to drop his pin. Up went bis

driven dancing a gallop
with the saud striking fire and the rail,
burning uuder It; with the
11le
scraper shivering again In a an
κ truc "le and Burns twisting the heads
off the brake rods; with every trick of
old Sinclair's cunning and his m».

■ay."

called up Riverton and tried to catch
1, but she'd passed. I was too late.
There'll be a wreck, aud I'm booked
'or the penitentiary. What can I do?"
ΛII the while the station agent, panic
irlckvMi. rattled on S!:r.!air was look
at his watvh. ca»t|:r: ii up. chart!:.;:

....

cit.

asked Georgîe, staiuliug by.
"Reckon she I», son."
"Full of water, I suppose?"
"Try to keep lier that way. sou."
"Sal Soda, isn't It, Dad?"
"Now, I can't say. As to that I can't

miles an hour."
The old man grasped the frightened
"What do you
man by the shoulder.
When is 1
How long ago?
rneau?
What's the
due? Talk quick, man!
matter with you?"
"Not live minutes ago. No. 1 Is due

He cried to Burns, and. Incredible
though It seems, the fireman heard.
Above all the Infernal din. the tearing
of the flanges and the roaring of the

While the plucky fireman crept along
the top of the freight cars to keep
from lKiing blown bodily through t
air, Sinclair, with every resource that
brain and nerve and power could ex
was struggling to overcome the
terrible headway of pursuer and pursued. driving uow frightfully luto
beanilug head of No. 1.
With the Johnson bar over and the

"I have the only genuine skyscraper
the West Knd myself," declared Foley. He did have a uew Class II engine. and she was awe Inspiring, in
truth. "1 dou't propose," he continued,
"to have her confused with your old
tub any longer, Dad."
Dad. oiling his o!d tub affectionately,
answered never a word.
••elm's fnP nt «<νΐιι Isn't slio. father'/"

over there on the second spur
blew loo.se a few minutes ugo!"
"Where are they?"
Blowu through
"Where are they?
the switch and down the line forty

^ht

bluffs.

rails,

on

standing

ing metal up and bold It steady In a
play of six Inches on the teeth of the
gale that tore down behind him.
Again and again Burns tried to
couple and failed. Sinclair strain ng
of the
anxiously ahead, caught
headlight of No. 1 rounding Ο Fallon s

steam, Sluclalr threw
the brake shoes flaming aga net the
bl drivers. The saud poured on the
and with Burns up on the coalers
setting brakes the three great runaways were t rought to with a Jerk
that would have astounded the most
reckless scu|>egruce8 In the world.

Dad Sinclair took it all grimly and
quietly. He bad railroaded too long to
care for anybody's chaff. Hut one day.
after the skyscraper had got her flues
pretty well "chalked up with alkali. Foley insisted that she must be renamed.

He had barely pulled up at the platform to unload his passengers when
the station agent, Morris Reynold!,
coatless nnd hat less, rushed up to the
englue ahead of the hostler aud sprang
into the cab.
Reynolds was one of
the quietest fallows lu the service. To
see him without coat or hat didn't
count for much In such weather, but
to see him sallow with fright and almost speechless was enough to stir
even old Dad Sinclair.
It was not Dad's habit to ask questlons. but lie looked at the man In questioning amazement. Reynolds choked
and caught at his breath as he seized
the engineer's arm and pointed down
the line.
"Dad," he gasped, "three cars of coal

Dad Sinclair came into play. To temper the speed enough, and Just enough,
to push her nose Just enough and far
enough for Bums to make the draw
bar of the runaway—that was the
nicety of the big seamed bands on the
throttle and on the air. the very magic
of touch which on a slender bar of
eteel could push a hundred tons of fly-

bachoÎîuggthe

well."

I think, unless you have lived on the
or on the plains. People everywhere think the wind blows, but It
really blows only on the ocean and on
the prairies.
The summer that Dad took the Acton
run it blew for a month steadily—all
of one August—hot. dry. merciless, the
despair of the farmer and the terror of
trainmen.
It was on an August eveulng, with
the gale still sweeping up from the
southwest, that Dad came luiuberiug
Into Acton with his little trolley train.

iy

had

switch after the runaways. The wind
was a terror, .and they had too good ;i
start. But the way Soda Water Sal
took the gait when she once felt her
feet under her made the wrinkled engineer at her throttle set his mouth
with the grimucS3 of a gamerter. It
meant the runaways—and catch them
—or the ditch for Soda Water Sal, and
the throbbing old machine seemed to

after many
Tluu
years he took the throttle once more
and rau over, twice a day. as he does
yet, from Acton to Willow Creek.
His boy, Cîeorgie Sinclair, the kid
engineer, took the run on the flier opposite Foley Just as soon as he got

se.is

tt \vu8 Just cost of that siding, Ό
Burns und Sluclalr always maintained, but It measured 10,000 feet east,
that they caught them.

thing to attempt lie was much likefairly gathered Ills wits Sinclair, leav- lier to get under the pilot thau to sucing bis train on the main track In front ceed.
yet he tried It
of the depot. was clattering over the
Then it was that the line hand

quit railroading.
It happened that

nnd sticks yet.
To have seen the great hulking machiue you would never have suspected
tliere could be another story left In her.
Yet one there was—a story of the wind.
As she stood, too. when old niau Sinclair tmk her on the Acton run, she
was the bo.d illustration I have ever
?eon of the adage that oue cau never
tell from the looks of a frog how far
It will jump.
Have you ever felt the wind? Not,

trail of rotten smoke fly down the
wind. and she had come and passed
and gone.

A shout from Dad brought the dripday it wae. Thursday? Up!
Yes, Georgie,.hl9 boy. was on the filer ping fireman up standing, and, looking
No. 1. It was his day up. If they met ahead, he saw In the blaze of their
own headlight the string of coalers
on a curve—
"Uncouple ber!" roared Dad Sinclair standing etlll ahead of them-so It
seemed to hlm-thelr own speed was
in a giant tone.
so great and the runaways were al"What are you going to do?"
"Burns," thundered l)ad to hie fire- most eMualing It They were making
man, "give her steam, and quick, hoy!
forty mile· an hour when they dashed
Dump in grease, waste, oil. everything! past the paralyzed freight crew.
Are you clear there?" he cried, openWithout waiting for orders—what oring the throttle as he looked back.
ders did such a man needî-wlthout a
The old engine, pulling clear of her word Burns crawled out of his window
coaches, quivered as she gathered her· with a pin and ran forward on the
self under the steam. She leaped ahead
footboard, clinging the best be could as
with a swish. The drivers churned in the
engine dipped and lurcbed.clitubed
tire3
with
it
bit
into
the satul.
gritting
down on the cowcatcher aud lifted the
a
and
a'
suck
with
and forged ahead
was a crazy
pilot bar to couple

FRANK H. SPEARMAN

Copyright, 1900, by Frank H. Spcarmu

The nn^ry wind staggered blm. It
blew out his lantern, but be flung It
away, for he could throw tbe switch
in the dark. A sharp gust tore half
his rain coat from his back. Ripping
off the rest, he ran on. When the wind

face. Then he held the lantern
and gave a great cry. It was
Cmineron—u ucousclous. true, but
very much alive and 110 worse
badly bruised. How the good

<Ji\\

what

best adapted for feeding stock in his
Then She Talked.
section, gave strong preference to growI've interviewed her.
Reporter—Well,
feeding
ing oats and peas together, balance
Editor— Did she talk without restraint?
green until too ripe and outtingis much Reporter —1 should say nit!
She
for hay, which in his opinion
wouldn't say a word until her husbaud
preferable to growing oats and threshing
them. Mr. Buck reports a slight in- came in and told her to keep still.—
vicini- Philadelphia Inquirer.
crease in poultry and sheep in his

ty.—Maine

♦ ♦♦

Dy FRANK I. SPEARMAN

in

two,
eggs
family
sold $3.65 per tan, an account being kept
of eggs used and set and poultry eaten.
I should have sold more, but hawks and
foxes got after my pullets, and I had to
keep them confined till October, and as
I was very busy did not get them to laying till the last of November. My hens
averaged in 1906, 134 eggs each in 9 1-2
months besides hatching and raising 110
chicks. In January, 1907, tbey laid 776
egps, in February, 885, on several days
laying 36, and in March I expect to get
This record is from 49 pullets.
1000.
Their feed has been as follows: In
the morning a mash of corn meal, bran
and animal meal, what they will eat
clean in a few minutes. At noon oats
and buckwheat thrown in the litter. At
night all the corn they will eat up clean
in five or ten minutes. Grit, oyster
shells, charcoal and water has been kept
by them all the time. At noon they
have also had a pan of skimmilk.
Not over fifteen minutes a day has
been spent caring for this flock. They
have no extra chance, running at large
in barn and sheep barns, but at night
have a warm place to roost.
My hens are pure-bred Buff Wyandottes, and I have spared no pains to
get the best. I keep both cows and
sheep, which pay me well, but they
At local
are not in it with the hens.
prices I can clear |2 per hen above all
expense. I believe in pure bloods, for
the poultry and eggs are more uniform.
A man will take pride in them, and care
for them better.—Fred W. Allen in
Maine Farmer.

8oda CCÏatcr

Seventv-seven

Stalls and feed boxes should be that swept down on him. and there
and
construction
easily Ahead, the train almost on it, was the
cleaned.
switch.
As a usual thing bank barns are not
Could he make it?
good dairy bams, unless the stalls are
A cry from the sleeping children rose
placed on the floors entirely above
an inground and the basement is used for in his heart. Another breath,
storage of implements or purposes of a stant floundering, α slipping leap, and
similar nature. A basement as or- he had It. He pushed the key Into the
dinarily constructed is dark and damp lock, threw the switch and snapped it
and has low ceilings. It is difficult to
and, to make deadly sure, braced himventilate and entirely unfit for housing
self against the target rod. Then he
of
the
animals. The drainage
yards
around the barns is very important. .looked.
Xo whistling now. It was |n»st that,
Yards must be dry and firm. An accumulation of manure in the yards is very lie knew the tlre:i:an would have
objectionable. The dairyman who com- jumped. Cameron too? No. not Andy,
pels his cows to wade knee-deep in ma- not if the pit yawned in front of his
nure before they can get into the barn,
pilot.
can never expect to secure good milk.
lie saw streams of lire flying from
All dairy barne should be light and airy,
admitting lots of sunshine when needed, many wheels, he felt the glare of a
and be kept in good sanitary condition. dazzling light, and, with a rattling
crash, the ponies shot Into the switch.
Cows not 4n it with Hens.
The bar In his hands rattled as if It
I see that you invite those interested would jump from the socket, and.
for
in poultry to write their experience
lurching frightfully, the mouster took
your paper. I have been a poultry lover the
siding. A tiare of lightning lit the
all ray life, and except the few years I
cal> ns it shot past, and he saw Camwas away from the farm, have always
eron leaning from the cab window with
kept them.
I bave been keeping 30 bens for the face of stone, his eyes riveted on the
last few years and have kept an account gigantic drive:·.; that threw a sheet of
of eggs laid and how much I have sold fire fr >iu the sanded rails.
from them. In 1905 I sold an average of
"Jump!" screamed Wen. useless as
13.85 per hen in poultry and eggs; no he knew it was. What voice could live
a
in
used
what
was
of
was
account
kept
of noise? What man esset. In 1906 In that hell
nor of
of

lighter.
simple

not make sugar without
the buckets. They are a
great saving and will pay for themselves
in one spring. I get rid of the malate
of lime by settling the syrup and then
putting the settlings in the sugaring off
the galpan and run off to 11 pounds to
lon. I dash in cold sap and strain again.
The cold sap seems to crystallize the
malate of lime and yon will And it in
your felt strainer.
Plan to get the sap boiled down just
as soon as possible if you want good results. In dealing with my customers I
the first
give them to understand that
If
one to order is the first one served.
It cleanses, soothes
Growing Beef in New England.
heals ami protects
they want sugar that is what they get
want
the distJised memI am asked whether or not crushed and if on the other band they
of good syrup they can have that. Give them
brane. It cure· Cacoin, or whole corn, with plenty
New
tarrh and drives
oat straw or corn roughage, will make good measure every time.—Cor. in
awHT a Cold in tlieL·»
beef on young stock. In reply will say England Homestead.
H>*ad quicklv. Be-UAV
that without doubt it will, aud that
®
Manurlal Value of Clover.
stores the Sensea of ·■" '
when fed to good beef animals or surT.iate aud Smell. Full size 50cts.,at Drus- plus dairy animals, providing they are
is $8.79 fertilizing value in a
There
Ki*ts or bv mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL large and robust, there may be profit in ton of clover bay and 15.21 in a ton of
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street. New York. it. The exclusive feeding of beef ani- timothy hay at present prices of nitromals will not soon become a part of New
A
gen, phosphoric acid and potash.
England agriculture, except in places ton of clover and timothy hay contains
ÇwX£MÏQarc«KÉ^
remote from creameries and milk trains, the
V
following amounts of each of these
but in most of these sections there three elements:
of
such
should be a far larger number
Potash
Ρ bos sold
Nitrogen
animals than there is now. Aroostook
lb.
lb.
lb.
of
fields
the
magnificent
44
County with
7.6
41.4
Clover,
of
mixed
18
and
grains, portions
10.6
clover
».î
Timothy,
New Hampshire and Vermont remote
Many people suffer from headlive stock and
to
these
feeding
By
from markets·, and where tine pasturage
aches caused by Eye Defects.
saving all the manure, liquid and solid,
abounds, may well turn their attention one can get back 80 per cent of this total
You may see all right, your
to the beef steer. Intelligently fed, he
fertilizing value. Thus, be can get
Kyes may not pain you, yet
will return a profit on the food consum- back 17 from the ton of clover and 14 10
of
lackbecause of a something
ed, and aid In increasing the fertility
We have seen farmfrom the timothy.
the farms and enhancing the value of ers sell clover hay for #7 per ton. By
ing which properly adjusted
the soil products.
the ordinary method on a great majority
Glasses alone can supply, you
This is in no sense a p'ea for the of farms, half the fertilizing value, or
It won't
continue to suffer.
who is as unanimal,
general purpose
more, is lost.—Ohio Fanner.
cost anything to learn whether
certain what to do with its surplus food
is
he
which
is
man
way
as
a
cross-eyed
jour eyes are defective or not,
The agricultural committee of the
looking, but rather for encouraging the Massachusetts legislature has agreed upand if they need Glasses,
animals in some
bred
beef
of
increasing
for
on a bill establishing a now standard
sections, and the further development of milk in Massachusetts, which according
in others.—Turf,
animals
Ones.
bred
We Can Fit the
dairy
to the omniscient newspaper, is exactly
Farm and Home.
wbattbe farmers waut Perhaps it is;
Our prices are very reasonable
but if so, it is because the farmers are
and we
Meal, Bran and Unseed Oil.
reasoning from a mistaken standpoint
W. C. J., Manorville, Ν. Y., writes: No clean, healthful milk should be deHow many hundred pounds each of barred from the markets by law. But
bo it should be sold on test and paid for
coarse meal and wheat bran should
mixed with 100 pounds of linseed oil according to its value on the basis of fat
meal to make a nutritive ration of from content. This arrangement would be

A. W. Walker &. Son's,

Second

it nil under his tliick, gray, grizzled
rçpoi, fast as thought could compas».
No. 1 headed for Actou, and ber puce
was a hustle every mile of the waythree oars of coal bowling down on
ber, bow fast he dared uot think, and
through it all he was asking himself

doses

$i.

Begin

to

take it today.

I momeuratir·proparti··mth· llqoldform ImMm
fioMfttak· FortboMwhopnfor
ΟαΐΟαίαΡΟ aMdkto· la Ubkt «ccaracy ο( do··, marraine·. woaoiay.-Umti
ia now pat op in choro- boiat bo lou by «raporatioa. braakae·. or leek·#·.
Ion Hood'·
kné:ublf called SaruUb·. H W»U m Id th· 8old by draakU or Mat promptly by mill
C.L Hood Co.. LmU, Mm
ten Idratirally th· I
farm.
Saraataba
Mri null

Gwuurrsu) under the Food and Drag* Act, Jane 80,1906. No. 324.

death it was only a bump. Ν
sneed when they met, and It was
« >>»
car o( «ml
a nose on r,eorel»'» cuslue "ke "
back·» after a center ruab. fbeρ Ilot

1

♦hp

th
doubled Lack lato tbe pouilea,
hpndliaht was scoured with uut,
ργ>
but the stack was hardly
and

aj

sfack.

brU!8etl

—«

am.

clair, making fust aud leaping from
his cab, rau forward in tbo dark, panting with rage and excitement. Burns,
torch in hund, was himself Just Jumping down to get forwurd. His face
wore Its usual grin, even when Geor
gle

UHsalled

him with

a

torreut of

abuse.
"What do you mean, you red headed
lubber?" he shouted, with much the
lungs of his father. "What are you
dolutf switching coal here on the main
Une?"
In fact, Georgie called the astonished
fireman everything he could think of
until his father, who was blundering
forward on his side of the engine, hearing the voice, turned and rau around
behind the tender to take a hand himself.

"Mean?" he roared al>ove the blow
of his safety. "Mean?" he hollowed In
the teeth of the wind. "Mean? Why.

you Impudent, empty headed, ungrateful rapscallion, what do you mean coming around here to ubuse a man that's
saved you and your train from the

ecrap?"

And big Dick Burns, standing by
with his torch, burst Into an Irish
laugh, fairly doubled up before the
nonplused boy and listened with great
relish to the excited father and excited son. It was not hard to understand Georgle's umaeement and anger
at ilndlng Soda Water Sal behind three
cars of ceal halfway between stations
on the main liiuhimd on Ills time—and
that the fastest time on the division.
But what amused Burns most was to

the imperturbable old Dad pitching
Into his l»oy with as much spirit as the

ice

young man himself showed.
It was because both men were Beared
out of their wits; scared over their
narrow escape from a frightful wreck:
from having each killed the other,
maybe—the son the father, and the fa-

ther the son.
For bra re men do get scared. Don't
But between
believe anything else.
the fright of a coward and the frlgbi
of a brave nan there Is this difference
—the coward's scare Is appareut before
the danger, that of the brave man after
It has passed, aud Burns laughed with
a tremendous mirth "at th' two o' tblin

as he expressed It.
No man on the West End could turn
on his pin· quicker than Georgie Sinclair, though, if his hastiness misled
him. When it all came clear be climbed Into the old cab-tbe cab be himself
had once gone against death In—and
with Htuinbliug words tried to thank
the tall Irishman, who still laughed In
the excitement of having won.
Ami when Neighbor next day,
thoughtful and taciturn, heard It all.
lie very carefully looked Soda Water

ajawiu',"

Sal all over again.
"Dad," said he, when the boys got
through telling it for the last time,
"she's a better machine than I thought
•he was."
"There isn't a better pulliug your
coaches," maintained Dad Sinclair

stoutly.
"1'U pat her on the main line. Dad,
and give you the 168 for the cut off.

Ηιηί"
"The 108 will suit ma, Neighbor. Any
old tub-eh, Foley Γ said Dad, turning
to the cheeky eugtneer, who had conie
qj> iu time to hear mo»t of the talk.

The old fellow had uot forgotten Foley's sueer at Sada Water Hal wbeu ho
nchrlsteued her. But Folejr, too, bad

changed his mind aud was ready to

give ia.

"That's quit»; right. Dad." lie icknowledged. "Yon eau get more oat

of any old tub on the division than the
rest of lis fellows can get out o; a
Baldwin consolidated. I mean it too.
It's the best thing I ever heard of.
What are you going to do fur Burn·,
Neighbor?" asked Foley, with his usual assurance.
"1 was thinkiug I would give him
Soda Water >Sal aud put him on the
right side of the cab for a freight run.
I reckon he earned It last night."
In a few minutes Foley started off to

huut up Burns.
"See here, Irish," said he in his off
hand way, "next time you catch a
string of ruuaways just remember to
climb up the ladder aud set your
brakes before you couple. It will save
a good deal of wear and tear on the
pilot bar, see? I hear you're goiug to
get a run. Don't fall out the window
when you get over on the right."
And that's how Burns was made an
engineer and how Soda Water Sal was
rescued from the disgraee of running
ou the trolley.
The l>trc|if Ion of Dlntnnce.

"It's ve.-y deceptive to judge of the
size or capacity of au object which is
titty feet or more in the air," said an
arehiteet to the writer as we were
passing the royal courts of justice a
"Now, look at that
few days ago.
clock," pointing to the law courts
clock, which haugs ubout seventy feet
"It looks very
above the pavement.

small, doesn't itV Hardly big enough
Vet a party of us
to hold a man.
breakfasted iu the case before the
were
works
Everybody
put In."
knows how deceptive Is the appearLookance of the Westminster clock.
ing at the dial from the embankment
or from CJre.it George street, it seems
as if a man of medium size could easily stretch across the dial with both
\ct it would take four pairs of
arms.
The
outstretched arms to cross it.
minute hand, which looks like an or
dlnary walking stick, is longer than
the two tallest soldiers iu the life
guards. The ligures ou tie dial are
bigger titan a three-year-old child, and
the second dots are as big as u dinner

plate.—London Graphie.

Pooling a Critic.
What cun be more mirth provoking
than the naive simplicity with which
a pompous critic, who prides himself
on hi* lynx eyed acuteness, will sometimes walk lato a trap that has been
When Alexander Pope
eet for him?
was translating Hoincr he read by request several books of the "Iliad" to
Lord Halifax, whom he characterizes
a
literary coxcomb, at his bouse.

as

During the reading his lordship several times stopped the poet and suggested that certain passages might l>e
Improved. Perplexed and irritated by
the advice, the j>oet withdrew with
Garth, who laughed heartily at the incident, and told him to leave the verses
just as they were, to call on Halifax
a month later, thank him^for his crit
Iclsms and then read again the verses
to him unaltered. Pope followed this
advice, saying to Halifax that he hoped
his lordship would now And his objections removed, upon which Halifax, delighted, cried out: "Aye, now they are
perfectly right. Nothing can be better."
—William .Mathews In Success Magazine.

Men and "Low Storlea."

When a man has passed through the
cycle of emotions called love he has
had his ndveutures; other people's
cease to have a personal bearing, and
he anticipates nothing further from

them.
It Is not so with the young man and
woman who, as the proverb says of
the young bear, have all their troubles
before them. The world of love, so
full of mystery for them, has become
to the maturcr man translated into

the concrete terms of domestic life,
and the relations of man and womai
can
pass Into tlie domain of fact that
lie tested by experience.
Yet novelists do not seem to under
stand this psychology of the mature
man, and they continue to make the
love etory their chief staple, so that

are read chiefly by young men
and women as callow as their 'own
heroes and heroines. Pecuniarily they
are of course catering for a larger
market. The number of the immature
by age and the Immature by nature
are nl'vnys the hr*r:*r part of man

they

kind,— I.ordon Saturday Review.

Her Share.
that he
'•Snl'rsby ha··, a new whetre
i. f«>r ibv ordinary
subH;.;u:l
purjM>s«w
t«» carry a
swear off !'ea. !!<· i« golit"
hint
little savings bank around with
^ il.· 'ou; < Π ;ulJ refresh
and ever?
ment* be will drop the ca.di pqiilvi
1er.I in the l ati! f- r K.« wife."

"Whose i lex Is il V"
"S'iltsM'. '. \'e. S'te t!iS iks llti'iv'l·
I» it for her."—
lie a litt'e r-c '·!:

Clevel.in

Ι''·1·* "rfh

The Eye of the Needle.
When Christ says in his sermon
"that It is easier for a camel to pass
through' llie eye of >i tie'die tliau it is
for a rich man to enter the kingdom
of beuv«m" lie do·' s not mean a sewing
needle, but a hole through wliieb a
camel l:ad to pass through in getting
into α fortress. It whs the custom in
old times, iii'il in parts of Ara! ia :;till
is. for the [ ? >;>le of a village to buiUl
η fortress arainst the ro'diero of the
desert, into vhic'.i tli>y carried an underground passage iu a zigzag form
barely large cuough for a camel lying
down on its side to work itself through
into the» courtyard of the fort, and the
Saviour beautifully compares the struggles of tl > ;iuimtiI to what the rich man
must suiter in order to gain paradise.
The bole was called "the eye of the
needle."
In the old stone cahlrs, or walled
elite!, in Ireland specimens of these
eyeholes may l e seen. Most of ti.ein
have been partially destroyed, hut
there Is one almost perfeet at (irianan
Eileach, in Iiouegal. aud so like the
eastern eyeholes that one would tl. uk
tbey were made by the same workmon.
The Irish annals relate that IMe .ch
was erected by a Tuaeh de Haanau
chief Ι,ΰηυ years before Christ.—Ex-

change.

The M'jic F'at.
"'iiiis is our library." s.-dd the New
York woman, leadi'c In r usit.ir i it »
tile front ro'Uii. "Ai.d that eo/y little
room baek of It is the music room.
The 'deu' Is the b!;,*. br! *ht room oa
see it.
Ye·»,
your left. Come over ami
"'iie
we have just live rooms i.i all.

small baek ballroom we ι· .· a< a packIng and storage closet. I n't 't eory?"
"Y-e-s," mrree.1 her visit »r doubtfully, "but where do yon : It· ρ and eat,
aud all that?"
"Ob," said the New Yorker Indlifereutly, "my liu.-tbaud and I -!«···,» in the
'den' on tl: » o. i< ,:al c » .ι·ίι, p.; ! t mi'ier
i>tli»*r
sleeps in the music* room on
«it
couch that pulls out at night.
on that fuuu.N lit.le table i.i Uiv li '.·*I»#
ry. You've n > idea how l>ig it eau
Anl
made when the leaves are iu.
we dress iu the batlM'oom and keep our
clothes iu the packing room. S ». yen
it's all very convenient."
"What do you do in the kitchen?" inquired the other laconically.
"Oh, we keep the d .»gs iu there at
night, and in the daytime we sometimes use It—to cook In."—New York
see,

Press.
An Impresario's Advice.
Some years ago after the regular
Italian opera season had ended at the
Academy of Music, New York, that
building became a sort of trying on
arena for would be prima donnas and
tenors. One day duriug the open and
shut interim between the seasons Max
Maretzel; met the lenor Adams and
Mme. I'appeiiheiui.
When the tenor said, "Congratulate
us. Max: we have Just leased the acadrot
emy for classic operas—no candy
for us." the Impresario replied;
"I wish you great success. But tell

your proposed repertory."
To this Adams responded, "'Antigone.' Orfeo,' 'Iphlgenla,' \Sapho,' ΆΙceste,' etc."
Marctzck suavely said: "That le magnillceut. Hut do me a favor as an old
and
experienced friend. Give th·
"Trova ton·" once each week in order to
me

_

pay salaries."
This advice was not followed, and
very soon the academy was again for
rent.—New York Tribune.

The New and the Old.
A Chicago girl said the other day In
an ad.Ire»s before a girls' club: "I advi'e ::T| of you to be new women. I
urge you to pay no heed to the gibes
nlwut new women t lui t are continually
King littered by men. It isn't a One
type of m.n.u that gibes at the new woYou know the story of the man
man.
in toe county Jail? 'What brought you

here, my poor fellow?' a missionary
asked. Ί married a new woman, sir.'
the prisoner groaned. 'Alia!' said the
missionary. 'And she wa« so domineering and extravagant that it drove
'No.'
you to desperate courses, eh?'

'The old woman
said the prisoner.
turned up.'"—San Francisco Argonaut.
An Odd Little Anagram.
Here is tin Interesting little puzzle
and anagram which was published In
a newspaper several years ago:
A
Put

Intent
with
and to market went.
"Vive in«\ I i»·-:· >.
tin* day."
wherewithal to

—

"

The

on

υΜ

wornan

ti«>r
Mid

—

—

Kach of the blanks is to Im> tilled with
word of four letters, and the same
letters occur in each of the flvo différThese words are consecuent wotds.
tively "vile," "evil," "veil," "I.cvi" and
a

"live."

Parrily Secret·.
Intimate Friend is your father go·
i|" · » "Ive you away? Prospective
Rrlde 1 would like to see hint! Kx-

>'

m

exhausted and

Tain Scoffs Emulsion.
It hmlda

up

tod

itrnfthcni youf entire tyttom*

k cootain* Cod Liver Oil and Hypophotpliite·
prepared that it » easy to takoand OMytodigeet
All. NUGOSTSi Ik. AMD $14·

to

Wwt Paris.
lut* nt obeecved at the P. B.
church by » eermoo from the paetor and
THE MINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL appropriate mask bf th· «hoir. ▲ cites
of children gave mi Eutor exerclie and
SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
eoog. At the Universalist ohorch there
«m a baptism, and apecial aervicee both
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, APR. 2, 1907.
Pari· HilL
morning and evening. Further information will be given next week.
Miea Jnlia P. Morton of Sooth Pari·
A τwood Λ Forbes,
First Baptist Church. Bav. K. O. Taytor.pastor
hu been visiting her brother, C. 0.
HHwi aid PnpiMui.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A.M. Sunday

THE OXFORD BEABS.

a. 1.

βΙΟΜΙ Μ. Atwood.

fna—.

Turn«1 JO » year If paid strictly la advance.
Otherwise $3J» a year. Single copies 4 oents.
AU legal advertisement·
ADTumiHum:
are riven three connective insertions far $1J0
contracts
per u»ch In length of oolnnn. Special
—rte with local, traitaient and yearly advertla—

en.

Job Paurrnio New type, faat presses, electric
low prices
power, experienced workmen and
combine to make this départant of our business complete sad popular.
IOI«LK COPIES.
Single Copies of the Democrat are four oents
each They will be mailed on receipt of price by
tbe publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jlnxle copies of each Issue have been placed on
sale at the following places In the County :
ShurtJeff'e Drug Store.
South l'art»,
Noyes' Dreg Store.
Norway.
Stone's Drag Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld.
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
Parts H til,

•

Samuel T. White.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

West Parts.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Display of Pattern Hats.

Eye Headaches.
Dog Collars Marked Free.

Our Rain Coats.
Stick to the Handle.

Spring Attractions.
Compound Extract of Celery.
Attention
4 Notices of Appointment.
South Pari* Sarin** Bank
to Acres only teuo.
Mlltlnerv Opening
Farm Waste·!
District Λ cent.
Parker's Hair Balaam.

End of the

Organization.

Seveaty-Third Legislature.

The seventy-third legislature adjourned
finally a little before 11 o'clock Thursday night, after a session covering practically the whole of thirteen weeks.
Pew legislatures have had so many matA sumtecs of importance to act upon.
is
mary of the moat important matters
as follows—we are indebted to a contemporary for the compilation:
The resolve to provide for legislation
through initiative by petition and an
optional referendum stands at the head
of the list of more important bills passed during the three months' biennial
session of the 73d Maine Legislature.
The bill applies only to statute laws. It
stand* practically alone as a measure
making a radical change in the maouer
of government.
Two laws treating of public morals
have been passed. Tbe tirst is tbe bill
of bucket
to prohibit the operation
shops and the second an act raising boxing contests from a misdemeanor to a
lawful pastime. The boxing bill is very
similar to the ordinance in force in
Philadelphia, which allows six round
bouts without decisions.
The bills granting the Somerset, the
Moosehead Λ Sebasticook and the Portland A Ruroford Falls railroads the right
to extend their lines to the Canadian
boundary and tbe bill merging under the
head of tbe Lewiston, Augusta A Water▼ilie Street Railway all the important
street railway lines in central Maine
are the important public service corporation bills.
As regards

measures

for tbe

public

improvements the Sargent good roads
bill stands in a class by itself. This

measure, which is supposed to be a combination of the good points of all the
bills in force in tuis country, will place
about $1&],000 in the hands of State
Highway Commissioner Sargent for distribution among the small towns in the
improvement of their highways.
There have been passed two laws
much sought for by tbe labor element,
the first raising the minimum age at
which minors can be regularly employed
in mills or factories from 12 to 14 years,
the second establishing more sanitary
conditions in workshops and faotories.
Under the bead of charities comes the
bill to provide for the support of the
pauper insane by tbe state which takes
effect in 1910; the resolve providing for
the erection of a workshop where the
adult blind may learn trades and become
self-supporting and the £10,000 home for
the feeble-minded.
A pure food law closely following the
national law was passed without much
comment. The subject of freo railway
certain factions for several weeks and a
bill finally was passed prohibiting all
state officials from using them. The
pay of the legislators was increased from
♦150 to WOO.
The bill amending the laws relating to
extradition was passed and has been invoked once since the session began. It
gives the governor alone discretionary
power in such cases.
Hereafter the people of the state will
observe the 19th day of April as Patriots'
day, instead of the time honored Fast
day, so long a relic of Puritanism. A
large number of measures relating to
miscellaneous subjects have become law.
The sums of 11:30,000 for maintenance
for two years and ΙΙίΟ,ΟΟΟ for new buildings were voted to the University of
Maine. Legislation was passed abolishing the office of State Binder and directing that competitive bids be received for

•ti'.te binding.
Two of the most important legislative
measures which failed of a passage were
the bills for removal of the state capital
to Portland and for the resubmission to
the people of the amendment to the constitution prohibiting the manufacture
and sale of liquors.
A bill repealing the Sturgis law was
passed by both houses in the very last of
the session, but Governor Cobb, as was
was to be
expected, vetoed it, and
though a majority voted to pass the bill
over the veto, the necessary two-thirds
was lacking, and the Sturgis law still

stands.
Numerous measures affecting the prohibitory law and its enforcement were
before the legislature, and some of them
were productive of a great amount of
debate, but without exception the important ones of these measures were defeated, so that the status of the liquor

laws now is practically the same as before the legislature met.
Judge Chapman of the Bangor Municipal Court, who was tried on charge·
of failure to do bis duty in the trial of
liqaor cases, wae acquitted on every
charge by a good vote in each house.
With this issue tbe Democrat puts out
a bulky sheet giving the public laws
passed by the legislature. Ignorance of
law excuse· no on·, and you are supposed to know what is in these laws.
Io the matter of appropriations this
was the most liberal body that ever occupied the state house at Augusta, and in
consequence the state tax will be raised
from 2 1-2 to 3 mills this year.

Resolutions.
Whereas, Our loved brother, Bert
Whitman, has passed from our material
sight to enter a higher state of existence,
therefore be it
Resolved, That Franklin Grange thereby loses a faithful and worthy worker
and member; his family a kind and
sympathetic friend and companion; and

the community
spected citizen.

an

honorable and

re-

Resolved, That we extend our earnest
and heartfelt sympathie· to the family
and relative· of our deceased brother,
and commend them to the Infinite Father
for comfort and consolation beyond
human power to bestow.
Resolved, That our charter be draped
in mourning for thirty days, and that a
copy of these resolutions be spread upon
our records, a copy sent to the bereaved
family, and a copy sent to the Oxford
Democrat for publication.
G. W. Q. Pbhham,
Cora J. Pbhham,
H. C. Bacoh,
Committee on Resolutions.

Fryeburg Academy Reunion.
The annual Fryeburg Academy

Sabbath Krenlnc Service Κ
School at M M.
βτβηΐη*.
730 r. M. T. F. 8. C. *.
Prsyer Meeting Thursdsyevealng at 7 Λ0. Coy*
naat Meeting the laat ntolrtw the M
Sunday of the month at >al r. M._ All aot
otherwise eoaaected an cordially Invited.
Universal! st Church. 8 un day School t»«J
Sunday at 10.-tfa.il.

Samuel Bates, Jr.,

and wife, expect

Mining and going of the Baptist quarterly mooting. It brought together a good*

1? company from the several town· of

Sine

aoon

|

—

Wednesday

band to the vicinity on Wednesday.
Rev. L. W. Muttart ia about to move
to Woolwich where he has accented the
pastorate of the Congregational church
in that place.
Maple ayrup ia again in the market.
Ray and Harold Keene remembered
yonr scribe and kindly aent in a generPickles and
oua aample of maple ayrnp.
are now aet aaide for visitora
who may call without the ayrnp. "Sweet
ia the time of spring when nature's

herrings

charms appear" with syrup.
il ,k

in —

ΠΦΟΓΟΟ.

Owing to the storm Sunday there

were

church MiricM.
On Saturday, Mrs. Benson Phillips waa
take· to the Central Maine General
Hospital at Lewiatoa to be operated on
for appeedlcltia. At present writing she

bo

doing well.
Prof. J. F. Moody ia at home for the
Kaster vacation.
Hebroa Graage held an all day aseetYork, whloh recently boraed up a pile
la
saoth
of 130,000 brown-tall
nests,
iag Wednesday. Aa usual a fine dinner
the
was
tired
ssrved aad a pleasant day enjoyed.
made very
by
championship
The spring tara of the aeadsay will
claims of a Knox oounty town which
destroyed 6,919 η sets.
open Monday, April let

anticipated tkla year.

Several from here attended the wedding reoeption of Mr. and Mrs. Almon T.
Emery Tneedaj evening of laet week.

The «rent of the week has been the (Fro·

The fanerai of Μη. Seth Walker and
bar daughter Edith Saturday, March 28,
Rev. Mr. Colaon,
wai Tery impressive.
paitor of the Unlvereallat church, conducted the -aeevloe. The profoeion of
beantlful flower· from many Bethel
friend· and thoae reaiding elaewbere,
was a loving tribute to those who had
and expreeeed silent sympathy for
The bnrlal
oae bo deeply bereaved.
waa at Riverside.
Sunday, the 84th, Bethel had ita ahare
of the big storm; from 12 to 14 Inohee of
•now fell.
Mrs. G. N. Gleaaon haa returned from
Portland, where ahe went to vlalt her
daughter Mabel, who ia taking a egpolal

to move into P. C. Mayhew's house
where they will go to housekeeping and
course of study.
The town aohools begin.
Mr. Mayhew will board with them.
Mr. S. Bvana haa accepted a call to
Tuesday the spring term of Gould
The college atudents are at home for a
ten days' vacation.
preach here and at North Paria for the Academy opened.
Dr. I. H. Wight haa been ill but ia
Misses Helen and Josephine Cole are Baptiat churches for the ooming year.
at home from G orham Normal School Daring Jnly and August he expects to now recovering.
Mrs. Fred P. Chandler and daughters
(or a few daya.
spend a vacation at his home in Belfast,
Rev. Β. O. Taylor and aon, Norman, Ireland, bat will have a suitable supply spent Sunday, March 24 >h, with her
Mr. Evans is parents, returning to South Paria Sunday
are visiting relative· in Maaaachuaetta here during his absence.
for two weeka.
much liked by the Baptist society here. afternoon.
Mr. Iaaac Morrill baa started up his
Mrs. J. C. Cummings has returned to
The annual parish meeting of the Unithis village and opened her home here. versalist society waa largely attended mills and will bave a busy eeaaon.
Mrs. P. B. Scboonover and her little
Miaa Persia N. Andrew·, who has Tuesday evening of last week at Good
Maine, the
spent· portion of the winter in Cali- Will Ball. Seventy or more partook of daughter are in Hampden,Rive·Brooks.
fornia, is expected to open her home the excellent sapper, after which the guests of her slater, Madam
Misa Alfred» Brewster will be in Oxhere soon.
buaineea meeting was held. The reHarlow returned porta of the truateea, Good Will Society, ford Co. two weeks in April. Miss
Mrs. Caroline P.
home last week from Boston and haa re- and pariah officers ahowed excellent Brewster is state organiser for tbe W.
sumed her work in the poet office. Mrs. financial proaperity. The report of Mr. C. T. U., also apenda part of her time in
Thayer had an attack of grippe white L. C. Bates as chairman of the building evangelistic work. Mies Brewster will
visiting Boston and has not yet been able oommlttee showed their new church had be warmly welcomed by Bethel people,
to return, bat is much better and Is ex- been finished and furniabed free of debt who heard her lecture a year ago.
Mrs. J. V. Holt went to Brunswiok
at a total cost of something over 19200.
pected home this week.
There w»e an Easter concert at the The following officers were elected for Friday and returned with ber brother,
Harry Purington, Saturday. Bowdoin,
Baptist church Sunday with recitations, the ooming year:
'08, held a social function Friday evensinging by the children, etc., and a good Moderator—T. ■. Wheeler.
Clerk—Blmer K. Toe11.
attendance.
ing.
Treasurer—Mr·. H. B. TueII.
The many frieoda of L. Kimball Stone,
Preparations for an Easter concert by
Trurteee L»C. BUea, L. M. Minn. F. K.
the Universallst society have been in
who has bee· dangerously sick for some W healer.
time, will be much pleased to learn that There is a good interest in the work of progress for some time and tbe program
will be of special interest.
his disease has taken a decided tarn for the
pariah and twenty-aeven new memThe Sabbath School of tbe Congrethe better.
bera were added atthia meeting. The
Owing to the sickness of his father, paator. Rev. I. S. Macduff, haa done gational society will give an Easter conHeary D. Hammond has resigned as one faithful work ainoe coming to our town cert Sunday, April 7.
of the selectmen and a special town and waa unanimously
given a call to reEast Bethel.
meeting has been called for next Mon- main another year. As there waa an
Robins were seen tbe 29th.
a
successor.
elect
to
day
abundance of food left the children of
Wm. K. Atwood of this plaoe, of the the
Thirty-seven wild geese were seen flyvillage were invited to come and
class of 1810 in Bowdoin College, has have a dinner iu Good Will Hall on Wed- ing north the 27th.
Miss Edna Bartlett is attending tbe
been chosen one of the editors of the
neaday. Over thirty children and a
term of school at Dould Academy.
Bowdoin Orient.
dozen or more adults accepted the in- spring
Miss Margaret Wbidden visited at J.
M. M. Houghton, M. D., has returned
and alter dinner the children
vitation,
M. Bartlett's last week.
from Turner, where she has spent most
spent an hour or two playing games and
Mr. Irving Kimball of Boston arrived
of the winter. She will remain only a
time.
a
having jolly
home the 28th for a few days' vacation.
few days, and will go the last of the
All soldiers with their wives residing
Mr. M. S. Coburn recently killed two
week to Boston, where she will remain in North and West Paris who are innix months old which weighed 239
for about two months.
terested in the observance of Memorial pigs
Henry K. Hammond, the venerable Day are Invited to meet at the home of and 241 pounds.
Alder River Grange held a very pieccourt crier of Oxford County, who has Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tucker on Tuesday
Friday night, the 22d. A
been ill the past week with pneumonia, of this week,
2d, at 2 o'clock p. m. ing meeting
April
in the third and fourth
is reported very low as the Democrat It is
there will be a good attend- class was worked
hoped
followed by tbe program, and
goes to press, with a prospect that the ance as there is important business to be degrees,
eud may come at any time. Mr. Ham- considered.
sûpper given by the defeated side, as the
of the literary contest. Congratumond has attended to the duties of his
Flavin recently bad a party of result
Wright
position in the Supreme Court until bis little friends, the occasion being his lations were happily received by the defirst
feated on-"s who very cheerfully gave the
Monday of last week, wheo, for the
9th birthday.
and served the best suptime in years he was absent from the
Misa Linnie F. Marshall while out entertainment
place that he has filled so long and so driving one day last week narrowly per poRsible for the happy victors. The
well, sending word that he was confined escaped aerioua accident. In turning various numbera of tbe different literary
this contest
speak
at home by a bad cold. The disease around in the
dooryard at the home of programs during
rapidly developed into double pneu- Mrs. Elva E. Locke the horse became much for the ability and enthusiasm of
and tbe
the members of this
monia.
frighteoed and ran away. Mrs. C. R. fraternal sentiments of grange,
the brothers and
The Paris Hill people who have been
and child and Elizabeth* the little
Brlggs
spending the winter in Florida—Mr. and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Marshall, sisters on both sides made it a very enevent for the winter months.
Mrs. O. A. Maxim, Dr. and Mrs. Aldrich, were also in the sleigh. Mrs.
Briggs joyable
and Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson—are preparing and both children were thrown out but
Bryaot'a Pond.
to turn their faces homeward, and ex- without
special injury. Miss Marshall
There will be an Easter supper and
pect to arrive here about the 20th. In a was dragged a short distance but forsocial dance at Grange Hall Tuesday
letter recently received from Mr. Maxim,
tunately got free. The horse ran to the
will be
be says: "We have spent a very pleasant
where it became entangled and evening, April 2d. The V. I. S.
bridge
in charge.
winter here, and feel like congratulating was
aome men who witnessby
captured
W. S. Noyés returned from Welch's
ourselves that we have escaped the se- ed the accident.
March 28th, after six months of
vere one just closing (as we hope) in
Mrs. Lucinda Small has been quite ill camp
Maine. The coldest morning here in for a week or
teaming in tbe woods. The crew have
tyro.
been under quarantine there for three
January was 42 above zero, and in FebSaturday evening, March 23, a pleasruary 38 above. But bent of all the sun ant party was given at the home of Mr. weeks.
Cole & Littlefield are sawing lumber
has shone every day since our arrival and Mrs. Elmer Hammond at Trap CorNo
at their North Woodstock mill.
here ou the 8th of December.
ner in honor of Miss Jennie p. Bradbury.
The high school will commence April
stormy weather and only two or three
Rev. Miss Macduff was at Norway
light showers. Very nice for the tour- Thursday and Friday of last week and 2d, and tbe village primary April 15.
and
all the teachers have been enfor
truck
ist but rather discouraging
participated on Thursday evening in tbe Nearly
fruit growers. It has been a trifle too Lenten services held at the Universalist gaged for the town schools.
warm of late—92 in the shade for the church there.
Henry Rus*, E. O. Bean, Freeman
and Elmer Davis have been appast ten days—though there is a breeze
Mrs. Elva E. Locke is at borne for a Morse
from the Atlantic most of the time, so
of weeks. Mrs. Mary Gerrieh is pointed road commissioners.
couple
Mrs. Bert Whitman has moved to Geo.
that it is quite comfortable."
here for a visit and S. Barry Locko is
Bethel farm.
The Brownton (Minn.) Bulletin has also at home from the
at Orono E. Whitman's from tbe
college
The farm will be sold.
the following item regarding two Paris for the Easter vacation.
A
made
H.
have
about 75
J.
Davis
Son
boys. The Jackson brothers are brothers
Allen Cole and family of Greenwood
of Mrs. H. P. Hammond of this village: have moved into Mrs. Bucknam's rent.
gallons of maple syrup.
Geo. Swan and family will soon move
"As another evidence that it pays to go
Mr. J. R. Tucker was at South Paris
into the stock industry while on the durine the session of court and Miss to West Paris where he has work in the
farm, we call attention to the marketing Ruth A. Tucker also was at the court Willis mill.
There will be a ecbool id the iJiuings
of hogs by Jackson Brothers on Monday bouse and served as
telephone girl.
and the new
of this week, sold to Krueger A Son.
Harold Perhara is sick with jaundice. district the coming year,
will
They disposed of thirty hogs, the averThe Junior Y. P. C. U. of the Uni- school ho une in the Perkins district
age weight being 241 pounds and the versalist church will hold its first social be erected as soon as the weather admits.
total amount received was 9437.41. on
Friday evening of this week, April 5.
Lovell.
Jackson Brothers inform us that during An excellent
programme has been carethe past year they have realized about a
The snow is going very fast and the
which is as follows:
fully
prepared
thousand dollars from the hog industry 1. Λ Short
bare earth begins to show its face again.
Play, Why We Never Married,
alone, a showing that can be produced by
By fourteen of the young people In costume. We hope and trust that with its coming
T.P.C.U. the tide of sickness and trouble that has
few farmers in McLeod or any other S. Singing
Laura Β. ΙΙ11ΓΓ
3. Recitation
county."
«...Lllla Young. swept over the vicinity during the win4. Instrumental music
Elinor Tuell. ter will pass away.
5. Recitation
Bertha Penlev.
β. Hesitation,
Mr. E. L. Bell is very ill at present
West Bethel.
7. Piano solo,
Madge Tuell.
with complication of diseases.
Ob' Kaatertlde, we hall thy glad returning!
After this will be given seven or eight
Wltli joy our heart· respond ;
Mrs. Dr. Noyee has gone to Norway
Admission for on account of the sickness of her
Theee doubting heart·, that yet are ever yearning well arranged tableaux.
father,
For that which 1· beyond.
adults 10 cents. Children up to 12 and Miss Bailey of Sweden is houseThy prophecies to na give tweet assurance
years, 5 cents. Home-made caody and keeper and central girl at the doctor's.
Of much we long to Know;
corn balls will be for sale.
Everyone
William S. Fox, senior, and wife, have
And Faith hold· net. with patient, firm endurcordially invited.
ance
charge of the town farm the coming
be
but
«low.
have
No.
Oranite
changed
knowledge
182,
Though
Lodge,
year. Mr. McAllister and wife, who
from Wed- have been
What though the drifts above the flower· are the regular night of meeting
there, will live at North
to Monday evening. On Monday Lovell and ho will drive the North
lying.
nesday
Doubt we that spring Is near?
of last week there was work in Lovell
evening
stage after May 1st.
W hen trustful birds amid bare tree-tops flying,
tbe 3d degree and district deputy Arthur
Russell is working on house
Are tinging, loud and clear."
Benjamin
E. Forbes was present.
the present week for C. K.
repairing
"The bluebird chants, from the elm's long
Miss Evis Bridge of Mechanic Falls reChapman.
branches,
turned home last Thursday after having
A hymn to welcome the budding year.
Carrie E. Chapman and Amy Ballard
flelu
to
forest.
from
her couein, Miss Lola A. Lane, of
wind
wanders
visited
The south
"
Fryeburg have gone to spend a few
And softly whlaper·, "The Spring I· here
for ten days.
days of their vacation with their sisters,
few
with
is
bayera.
Hay quite plentiful
who are at Farmington Normal School.
Boston daily and Sunday paper· are
West Sumner.
Mrs. Georgia I. Parker is still very ill,
sold by J. E. Pike.
Mrs. Geo. Packard has gone to Lewis- but it is hoped improving.
Thomas Wheeler and family are movMrs. Lillian K. Mason has been chosen
ton to spend a week. Mrs. Alma Buck
into one of the lower tenements of the
who went with her returned last Wed- superintendent of schools in this town.
''Beehive."
Mr. J. H. Stearns of Fairview ia spendMiss Susan Tyler is visiting her grand- nesday.
Dot Heald has gone to Portland to ing a few weeks in the village at the
in
Northwest
and
unclee
Albany. visit friends.
parents
home of his daughter, Mrs. 6. W.
▲. M. Stahl of Berlin, X. H., is getMrs. Fred Chandler, who was recently Walker.
needed
some
to
make
repairs
ting ready
Westoperated on for appendicitis, is so far Olive Benton isfor atthehome from
on his buildings in this village.
spring vacation.
recovered as to be able to leave the brook Seminary
Miss Grace Farwell has returned home
Mrs. Chandler is now at the
from a trip to Washington, D. C., which hospital.
Oxford.
house of a friend at Auburn and will
she much enjoyed.
come home.
The prizo speaking contest of Oxford
Potatoes are quite scarce here this soon
James Buck of Auburn was in town a High School was held at Robinson Hall,
spring but are selling at low prices.
Mr. Buck is getting Friday evening. Those taking part were
few days last week.
April has come, and Mayflowers, his house
here in readiness. He expects Stella Wilson, Stella Bowker, Vera Kay,
violets and pansies are probably budding
to move into it in May.
Rena Martin, Florence Hunting and
under the snow.
Susie Harper of Hartford is making Charles Gray. Stella Wilson took the
Fred Wheeler has found employment
Mrs. W. S. Farrar, a first prize of 15 00 and Vera Kay the
in a store in Massachusetts, but his wife her grandmother,
visit.
second prize of |2 50. The judges were
is with her father in this village.
Mrs. Clarence Bucknam is critically Rev. H. A. Clifford, Rev. Mr. Cole and
Sledding was quite good through ill.
Prof. Morse. There were also readings
March, and there ia still an abundance
The ladies of the Baptist Circle served by Prof. Morse and music furnished by
of snow, but it is gradually softening.
a dinner of baked beans, cold meat, and the school board.
Mercury was six degrees below zero
in the vestry Wednesday to about
The high school is in session. Mr. E.
Tuesday morning, making the forty- pastry
fifty persons. This is the last dinner tbe H. Pratt, principal, and Miss Lena
fourth zero morning since Dec. 1st.
Perkins, assistant.
Another drop in the price of egga since circle will serve this season.
Mrs. Alioe DeOosta of South Paris,
Rev. Mr. Newport has been re-eleoted
the cloae of the Lenten season, and they
who has been here caring for her moth- superintendent of schools. This la for
are being sold at 18 cents per dozen.
Mrs. Horatio Chandler, has returned his fourth year.
Henry Wight, whose home was with er,
home.
Mrs. Mary Hansoom, widow of the
his sister, Mrs. Geo. A. Grover, died last
Ruth Andrews of Brunswick is visit- late Moses Hanscotn, died of pneumonia
week of pneumonia. He leaves one
in
this vicinity.
friends
March 26, at the home of her daughter,
brother and three sisters, and a large ing
Washington Farrar of Paris Hill has Mrs. Winfleld French. Her age was
number of more distant relatives and
come to this village to board with bis nearly 88 years.
Mrs. Han scorn leaves a
friends.
niece, Mr*. Everett Robbins.
daughter, four cons and several grandMr. and Mrs. C. L. Dunham will leave children and great grandchildren. She
East Sumner.
Friday morning on a trip to Waterville was one of the oldest residents.
furnishand
hall
The Good Templars'
and Portland, which will combine busiEverett Cook has been engaged as
ings were sold at public auction on Wed- ness and pleasure.
principal of the school in Gorham, Me.
Park
A.
D.
a
with
Brown
is
the
27th
Frank
inat.,
Mrs.
Elder Snow has been attending the
suffering
nesday,
auctioneer. The hall waa sold to Capt. severe attack of the grippe, as is also Advent conference at Mechanic Falls.
L. B. Bisbee for 9400. The organ waa Mrs. W. T. Bisbee. They are both
There were no services at either church
sold to the Congregational circle. Much slowly improving.
Sunday, owing to the severity of the
of the furnishings were sold to the grange
storm.
for nse in their hall. The books went,
The Congregational Ladies' Circle met
of the Pleasant
annual
The
meeting
some high, tome low, as usual in such
at the chapel
afternoon.
Co. March 23d elected
Pond
Telephone
cases.
D. P. Richmond will have an auction
the following officers for the ensuing
at
the
There was a large attendance
aale of household goods Saturday.
circle dinner served by the Congrega- year:
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Clark entertained
President—W. W. French.
tional Ladies' Circle following the sale.
a
number of their friends Saturday evenYlce-Preeldent—Ε. K. Cole.
The saw mills have started up the
Sec. and Treas.—F. C. Wing.
ing.
Directors—W. W. French, W. M. Hammond,
season's sawing with prospect of a busy
W. r rench, Horace Farrar, C. E. Hadley.
Q.
Stow.
season.
R. N. Stetson haa returned home from
Col. Geo. Rust of Boston, Mass., is
Mrs. A. D. Park accompanied her hus-

re-

union will be held in the second floor
dining room of the South Station, Boston, Friday, April 26, in the evening.
Ample reception and cloak rooms, excellent servioe and a good menu, at 91.00
each. About 100 were present at Mm reunion last year, and a larger number are

Morton.

Is

a

week's visit among friends and rela- stopping with F. E. Guptill for

tives.

A Pacific Coast

s ill ft ill
DSCXVltHI.

M

days.

a

few

We are glad to see the new store of E.
Simeon C. Guptill is
visiting his
O. Doble and hope he will be successful. parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Guptill, for
M. C. Barrows has purchased a new a few days, then will return to hit work
horse and now has a matched pair.
for C. H. Buzzell for the season.
A. M. Oerry is reported to be improvThe loggers have put in a good winter's
work.
ing.
Born to the wife of Wm. H. Walker, a
East Brownfleld.
son, March 15.
Mr·. Oren Osgood and son are visiting
Jennie Cole is visiting her parenta, Mr.
at Mr. I. A. Walker's.
and Mrs. Bradford Cole.
Mrs. Eaton died in Conway, Maroh 23.
Marion and Ralph Qilea are at home
She was formerly from 8tow. She was
from college, for Eaater.
The Congregational Circle had a very brought to Chathum for burial.
Winter has broken; am glad to see a
auocessful supper and entertainment,
little warm weather.
last Wednesday evening at Town Hall.
Two of the largest snow falls for the
Beulah Fitch of Sebago is at J. R.
winter were Maroh 10th and 24th.
Hill's.
Mrs. Martha Barrows is very slok,
Ida Fessenden is entertaining Charlotte
failing slowly. She had the grippe in
Kaatman, formerly of this town.
winter ana has been
The fanerai serrioes of David Coloord the early part of the
took plaoe last Saturday at his late home, j confined to her bed ever since.
Mrs. Moses Eastman died very sudMrs. Kerr sad daughter of Cornish
sioknees—
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. denly at her home after a long
failure. Age 87 years. 8 months.
F. Johnson.
| heart
and two daughters to
Mrs. L R. Giles has been to Boston to She leaves a son
whose little mourn her loss, and two brothers who
visit her son, Herbert,
live in the west
daughter, Virginia, has been very 111.

the county and all prooounoed the meeting a ?ery interesting and profitable
occasion. The spirit of the meeting was
helpful. The «peaking vu of a good
order. The Baptist church .certainly
baa the advantage of moat ohnrohea in
keeping up the old-time quarterly meeting. It brings together members of the
ohnrcbea from different communities.
It affords inspiration to others to do
better work. Fortunate for the dénomination that they do not like some people
"forget the assembling of themselves together." Tbe local ohurch afforded
lodgings and breakfast to all visiting
delegates at their homes, and furnished
dinners and supper at tbe chapel of tbe
church. ▲ large number eajojed tbe
hospitality of the ohurob.
Hampden Allen lost a valuable new
milch cow Thuraday morning. A little
more than a year ago he loet a valuable
horse wbioh he bad owned for many

a

Trip.

latter wriMaa by Xarshan Wrnia to a
trtaadn South Pete.)

Sbattlb, Wash., Mat. 9,1907.
Lot Angeles, (Oar Lady, the Queen of
the Angels) the Meoea of all tourists, ia
tbo ohlef city of 8onthern California and
tho commercial metropolis of the southwestern corner of the United State·. It
now.ha· a popnlation of 345,000. The
rapid growth of the city ie realised by
looking it the oeneoa of 1880. Tbeclty
then bad a population of only 11,000.
There are three leading feature· that
have contributed to euob growth. Theee
location. The
are climate, toil and
main advantage of climate la In Its
lack of great variation between anmmer
and winter, the difference between the
monthly mean· of temperature In January and Jnly being only 15 degree·. The
street railroad eyatem ia very complete,
the total mileage being over 250 milee.

There

suburban lines

from Loe

of tbe village.
Tbe atorm of laat Sabbath placed an
embargo on church going and no services were held at either church. Sunday visiting was also at a standstill and
for once quietneea and reatfulness prevailed throughout our borders.
The transfer of houaehold stuff from
the Methodiat parsonage to the recent
purchase, the Tnomes place, commenced
this week. Tbe work will not be completed till after conference or about May
first.

are

ball la filled with samples of all kinds of
fruits, fresh and dried vegetables, grain,
minérale, English walnuts (which are
raised here in great quantities), oranges,
lemons, pears, peaches and grapes. In
ball adjoining stereopticon
a large
lectures are given twice each day, illustrating and explaining different parts of
the state.

There are a dozen parke in tbe city
filled with tropioal trees and shrubbery.
The oity is building up very fast, as there
were buildings erected in 1006 to the
value of 118,208,000. Many fine hotels
stores are now in course
and

department

East Waterford.
of erection.
Leroy M. Sanderson bas bought a place
Los Angeles possesses tbe advantages
in Auburn where he. moved Friday with of four transcontinental linee of railroad
bis wife and daughter Elaie.
over which is shipped most of the crude
Arthur L. Sanierson went to South

oil from the oil wells in and about the
At the present time there are
about 125 car loads of oranges a day

Waterford Thursday, where he has enoity.
gaged to work on the James B. Hamlin

farm for a year.
being shipped.
The stock on the Sanderson farm has
Tbe seaport of Los Angeles is San
been sold. Mr. Sanderson will be here a
Pedro, distant about eighteen miles. It
for
farm.
We
to
time
care
the
of
the
part
is here the government is to build a three
are very sorry to lose such old neighbors.
million dollar break-water. We went by
baa been at
Burton W. Sanderson
boat from here to San Francisco, taking

home from Massachusetts a few days.
Dana Berry is to move into tbe Sanderson house instead of the Tibbetts bouse
as be intended.
Lizzie E. Hill is working for lira.
Martha Pride, who is improved in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Walker have
moved into tbe Patterson house, wbiob

kinwn many years ago as "Croppestettel," »r "Crowtown,'· and later
r.s Mc'Jiaiik-erllle, but when a post·
was

οwas established there In 1888
t:.*!:'.:er of these names was satisfaccbooee a
tory, αηΊ tt was decided to
tew coguirtaen.
Many were tbe sag·
-ob{'o!I3 submitted to the poetofflce department, but ull were fuund to be too
ne.irly like tbe nanie of some other
p*;to.!;ee l > be acceptable. Oue day
the villusj utorekee|»er saw tbe word
■ piece of culico and
"Nj-alî" i
called the utteutlou of several friends
to it. At o:ice all Mgreed tbat "Nox■

o!l" would lie α floe name for their
Angeles to Santa Monica, Redondo, town. So the imstofflce authorities were
AltaLong Beach, Newport, Pasadena,
S*»» α letter came from
dena, San Pedro, Alhambra, San Gabriel, notifiai.
the name tbat
Monrovia, Wbittier, Olendale and Santa Wuablngtou approving
Ana, giving the tourist opportunity to bad been chosen. but in tbe letter It
visit grove· of oranges, lemons, English was spelled "Woxall." 80 Woxall bewalnuts, olivee, dates, figs or prnnes.
came the name of tbe village.—PhilaIt is one of tbe best lighted citiee in the delphia Ilecord.
Union. Many of the lampe are on high
masta.
Broadway and Spring Street·
A Hint For Young Playwrights.
are lighted by clnsters of electric ligbte
man
up hie re-

years.
Mias Fanny Horsey, who for several
years has been first assistant to Postmaster Cole, has worked her notice and
closed her engagement with Mr. Cole.
Miss Josie Sbaw has taken Miss Hersey's
place aa aaalstant postmistress.
handsome iron electroliers.
It is rumored that Geo. H. Hersey of on
Tbe Chamber of Commerce is one of
New York contemplates coming to Buckto visit. It
field and establishing the iron foundry tli-ï most interesting placesto
promoting
is a large building given
buaineas. If rumor proves true tbia
tbe interests of tbe state. One large
will make quite an addition to the business

Hew Woxall Wm Name*.
Near SebwenkaTille, P»., Is ft rilla#·
that bears the nam· of Wozftll. This
wonderful ηαώβ we· the result of ftn
error ii|>on tJie part of tbe poetofflce department lu Washington. Tbe place

wrapped
The young
with a rather sad smile.
"Thank you for reading It," he said.
"It is the sixth unsuccessful drama I

jected play

have written."

SPRING ATTRACTIONS.
Our Suits, Coats and Shirt Waists are far
ahead of those of any other season. They have
already established their popularity-how? Be-

large sales, correct styles, perfect
fit, good tailoring, honest quality and at a price
that satisfies everybody.

and two candidates wer<

SHort Coats

In many sty'e·, box back, fitted and semifitted, of plaids, stripe· and plain colors
from $3.98 to $10.00.
In

admitted.
Patriarchs Wentworth, Thorne, Jonei

and Belcher attended the meeting oi
Mt. Pleasant Encampment, I. 0. O. F.
No. 14, at Bridgton Wednesday evening,
The Grand Encampment officers wen

present.

Tbe

Royal Purple degree

conferred upon two candidates.

wai ;

Silver Rebekah Lodge, No. 19, conferred the degree upon one candidate
Thursday evening. Mrs. Hodgdon, D
D. G. P., and hnsband, of Brownfleld
There was an attendant
were present.
Hot coffee and cake was served
of 35.

Brownfleld.

.l<nn» A

is leaving fast, much to tbi 1
satisfaction of every one.
Mrs. Linna Prink Alien, who has beet
at ber old borne at J. L. Frlnk's for a
number of weeks, bas returned to hei
home in Portland.
Tbe sick ones in this village are: Mrs
Gilpatrick, Mr. Albert Blake, Mrs
Thomas Harmon, Mrs. Lane.
Rev. Dr. Tarr is working to get ap an
Easter concert. Dr. Tarr is a bard'
worker, energetic, and bound to succeed
in whatever he undertakes. He is at
able speaker and appreciated not only bj
his church but by the community al

The

and railroad stations. The government
buildings here are some of the fineet in
Canada. We stopped a short time at
Port Townsend, reaching Seattle at

enow

large.

First Congregational
Church, Rev,
James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., minister. Sun<
day, April 7, morning worship at 10:45,
with sermon by tbe pastor, ''Proving
God's Goodness." Sunday School at 12
m.
Evening worship at 7; subject ol
sermon, "Prevention, or Cure." We
cordially invite all to these services.

North Pari*.
Μη. Sadie Silver has had an attack of
facial erysipelas.
Mrs. Sanborn of Bethel has returned
from a visit to ber son, Ernest Mason,

A>«lnnl· In the mnrnincr

occupies

a

unique position,

being

.lailttl*
situat-

ed upon the shortest route of travel and
transportation between the Eastern
States and the countries of the Orient
and Alaska, at the point where the
transcontinental railroads from the
East, the Soutb, and the Middle West,
meet the ships of the world in the large
and growing commerce of the Pacific

Ocean. This fact gives her natural advantages possessed by no other city in
the

world.

Located upon an arm of Puget Sound
which forms an extensive water harbor
perfectly protected from storm and
accessible to the largest vessels afloat at
all times and all stages of the tide,
Seattle has become the American port of
a number of the principal steamship
lines of the Pacific, and also the home
port of a very large fleet of coast-wise
steamers which are operated in the trade
with Alaska.
The climate is very nice here now, and
1 am told that they have no extremes of
heat or cold. Only two seasons are

spoken oft

summer

summers are cool or

and winter. The
warm,

moderately

and the winters are mild and with almost no snow except on the mountains.
There are many fine offlce buildings,
hotels and department stores. A new
and family.
post offlce is now being built. The
Mrs. Sadie Silver and two children streets are wide and well paved, mostly

have moved from her father's into Mrs.
Eliza Foes' house.
Alfred Andrews has the measles.
R. B. Nevers has sold five cows to
Mr. Johnson, the cattle man of Livermore.

The

snow

Is

disappearing

fast.

Wllaon'a Mills.
Rev. and Mrs. E. A. Tuck, a former
pastor here, held services at tbe school
house March 17th as there Is no heating
apparatus in the church as yet.
E. S. Bennett has been to Rumford
and Norway the past week.
Lewis Olson and Cuvier Wilson are
hauling lumber from Berlin to finish the

town hall.
T. J. Bennett is making alterations
and repairing tbe bouse of Mrs. Β. N.

Wilson.
Fred Tyler of Grafton Is in town with

with brick. It is without doubt the
fastest growing city to-day in the United
States, the population increasing at
the rate of five thousand a month.
We went out to the University grounds

to-day and watched them pull stomps
on the ground where the Alaska Exposition of 1009 is to be held. It is mostly
covered with heavy timber now.
Put His Foot In It.
On one occasion In Scotland a gnest
arriving rather late at a country house
was quartered lu the haunted room.
Although professing to be a skeptic,
like many others, his courage vanished
with the light. Determined, however,
to protect himself as well as possible,
he placed a loaded revolver under his
pillow and awaited events. As the
clock struck midnight he saw a fleshy
hand at the c:id of the bed, and,

oyster supper to the members of
Aziscoos Grange, proceeds $6.50.
Maine News Note*.

Tbe body of an unknown man was
found in the water and mud near Portland Bridge Wednesday afternoon. All
endeavors to identify him have as yet
failed.

Tbe new Keith's theatre in Portland,
which has been so muoh In tbe air for
many months, and at times has seemed
almost to get down to the ground, Is at
last a settled fact, and work in preparation for the building has begun.

The polioe seized 250 pounds of a high
explosive called blockite In a building
in Portland which had been used as a
factory for the stuff. It is unnecessary
to say that the storage of suoh an amount
in suoh a placet· contrary to the city

regulations.

C. Ambrose Haydeo. 27" years old,
of Skowhegan, shot ana instantly killed
himself In his room at the Maine Hotel
at

to

Auburn on tbe 23d. He left no note
explain bis action, but a letter In bis
from a young lady Indicated that

pooket
he

might have been despondent because
she had left him.

William McCarthy, aged about 17, of
Bangor, was killed Tuesday night at

ered that the successful marksman
had shot away two of his own toes.—
London Throne.

Ten to one,

played."

Looking For Trouble.
It generally depends on the way yon
look at things in this world whether or
not you are going to have any heaven.
If you go around brooding all the time
nnd looking for trouble you'll get ItManchester (X. H.) Union.

Perry after jumping from a Washington
Donnty railway passenger train with
A Financial Coup.
William Mulligan, also of Bangor, in an
"You don't mean to say that yon
attempt to escape from a constable who
bad them under arrest. Mulligan was loaned Stickles your umbrella?"
"Yes. And It was'economy to do it.
not injured and gave himself up when
lie saw bis companion Injured beneath It saves me the 25 cents a day he used
the car wheela. Thej were arrested on to borrow."
the charge of breaking into a railroad
30nstraction oar at Aysr Jonction and
Inaccuracy la the twin brother of
other
the larceny of olotblng and
dishonesty.—Simmons.
irtlqlw,

Black silk,

$30.

to

"A good idea," murmured the young

to

$4 98.

Norway, Maine.

mail.

"That's wbut It Is," said the great
man.iger. "I got it from Sidney Orundy. It's how lie began. His tirst play
curtaiu raiser, Ά Little
α
«vas
Change.' He said on It, Tlay it for
nothing.' And the Huymarket theater
took him

$2.98

THOMAS SMILEY,

by gosh, you'll get

of Pattern Hats

Display

up."

AT

riRS. E. A. HOWE'S

Spectacles Demoralizing.

A certain Somerset vicar made him-

ON

APRIL 5th and 6th.
Α,Π

What la "All Wool?"
tuot u county magnate, a
wealthy man who would not be put off
with anything hut the bent, if he knew
it, clad in a handsome "homespun"
suit, the delicate blue gray mixture of
which I happened to know was produced by the judicious blending of old
blue stockings, such as navvies wear
with old white stockings. I have seen
α "society" lady in a stylish "blanket
tweed" motor coat, the composition of
which I knew to be of such a nature
that it might very easily owe Its existence in part to the cast-off hosiery
of her owu scullery maid, collected
from the ash bin. Even the judge trying a case of "misrepresentation of
goods" may. as likely as not, be unconsciously sitting in somebody else's
thrown away rags that be has lK>ught
as "all wool."—A Woolen Manufacturer in Grand Magazine.

South Paris, Maine.

I

EA5TERTIDE
J. Ή*. Plummets

The

choice

improved.

pouring forth the story of his undying
love iu the most touching manner for
hour to a young woman who

est woman I ever saw!"
The young woman looked up and
answered sweetly:
"Oh, no, doctor; you have seen three
colder than I!"—Boston Herald.

A Curious Notie·.
This curious official notice wan once
published in Germany: "At the request
of Ilerr Wilhelm Lelgson of Innsbruck
tbe seaman, Joban Lelgson, who was
drowned in May, 1869, on a journey
from Stockholm to Hamburg in tbe
Kaiser Friedrich, Is hereby called upon by the courts to appear and report
himself on or before April 1, 1881, under pain of being declared dead."

new-

est, whatever is best is here.

prices.

BoyJane Hopkins
proof Suits, $1.50, $2.00,
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and
$5.00, in the leading styles.

Pick out the pattern.
are correct in

The clothes

and

style. Spring

Suits

$15.00.

$1200, $tooo, $S.oo
$5.00.

am!

Easter Neckwear Fashionable Hats
A fine array of Silks and
All kinds and
Satins.

styles

for Zlaator.

possible

make, the right qual'ty

anil

better values

not

right price.

variety,

are

would have them.

or we

J.

better

the ri^tit

right style,

the

goods,

it

here because you will get

to suit the taste.

Better

buy

You had better

the

F. PLUMMER,

FurnUher,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

Telephone 106*3.

New Black Dress Goods
Do you need

black

a new

gown?

We Have Just Received
Mohair

and pay you.

Unjust.
Fluffy Young Thing (at the play)—I
believe this man in front of us Is trying
to hear what we're saying.
Man In
Front (turnlng*around)—You do me an
injustice, my dear young lady. I am
trylsf not to bear It.-Cbloago Tribune.

at

50c.

Tafleta

at

$1.00
at 62c. and

Veiling
Silk

$1.00

TalVeta

Warp

at

$(.25
^

Lansriowne

We would be

pleased

to

show them

to

$i.*5

you.

truly,

Yours

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

Hangings. J

New

spring line of Wall
Papers are now ready for inspection.
Our

Financial Not·.

Jcrroid—Could you pay me that 10
shillings you ow# meT I owe Johnson
some money and want to pay him.
Hobart—Well, I'll tell jou what You
pay Johnson what you owe him, and
then I'll borrow 10 shillings off John*

son

The
elegance of the
merchant tailor at half h;>

be

cannot

Whatever'»

—

—

be

Clothes for Men

Boys' Clothing

apart

over an

WE

EVERY VARIETY.

railroad

company many years ago,
from its humorous aspect,
Is refreshing. It ran as follows:
Railroad company
The
and
Dr.
to John Smith
July 19, 1837.—To running your Locomotive Into my wife; hm per Doc110.00
tors bill |t·.- curing her
To smashing bun box and spilling
3.87
her hat
To upnetting my deer born (wagon)
30.00
und breaking It
δ.Οο
To hurting me

FOR YOU.

FINDS EVERYTHING READY

GIVE YOU THE BEST IN EVERY PARTICULAR.

have

Hia Modaat Claim.
A claim for damages against a railroad company Is so often a license for
exorbitant charges that a simple bill,
such as was received by an American

cveu

cordially Invited.

aire

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

land
congregation was persuaded,
much against her will, to attend divine
service In one of New York's most
showy churches. She showed from
the start that, notwithstanding her puritanical training, she was interested in
the proceedings. She studied tbe elaborate ceremony, the architecture, the
richly tinted windows and the altar
decorations closely.
By and by her
eyes became fixed on the ceiling. Her
friend wondered what particular feu
turc of those lofty heights held her
attention for so long u time. During
a lull in the chauting of the choir she
tried to tiud out.
"Oh." said the New England woman in tones of infinite concern. "I
was just wouderlng how on earth they
get away tip there to dust the rufters!"
—New York Post.

I

|

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,

Whet Puzzled Her.
A woman whose religious education
had l.eon received iu the plain edifice
erected by an massumlng New Eng-

hoped would become hie fourth
wife, was refused the second time.
Punishing a Court Fool.
Ivau the Terrible, Peter the Great He started for the door; but, looking
and the Emperor Paul had rough ways around, be snhl in a most thunderous
with their fools. A dagger thrust would tone, "By heavens, you are the cold-

follow a poor joke and banishment
any sign of declining wit. Once when
Fougere. the jester of Czar Paul, offended his royal master he was permitted to depart in peace. In the middle
of the night, however, he was aroused
and ordered to get up and prepare for
Immediate banishment to Siberia. In
He
vnln the unhappy man pleaded.
was bundled into η dark van and driven away on his long journey.
Day
after day, week after week, It lasted.
Upon arrival he stepped out Into the
p. esence of—the czar. All the time he
hnd beeu driven not toward Siberia,
but around nnd around St. Petersburg!

$1 >

Waists.
styles to select from including
98c. to $3^8, silk $1.98 to

—

an

mixtures from

"Look here," he said. "I'll tell you
of
what you want to do. You want to be- Dozens
gin less ambitious. Begin with α one lawn from
And after you've $4.98, lace net
act curtain raiser.
wrote this here curtain raiser send it
around with the sentence printed on
the cover, "You can play this for nothing.' 1 gnaruutee you'll get a bearing

sawing machine, preparing the year's
163.87
supply of wood.
steadying his nerve, he addressed the
There is authority for stating tiiat
George Annis of Minefield was in town visitant thus: "It you do not Instantly
Saturday selling fresh fish.
remove your hand I shall fire without the claim was paid Immediately.
The daughters of D. C. Bennett are reHe counted three Scrap Book.
further warning."
Bethel
at
school
to-day.
turning to their
theu discharged the bullet.
A
Mrs. J. W. Buckman, who has been ill, and
Her Chilly Retort.
howl of pain which aroused the houneis boarding at D. C. Bennett's.
of Maiden, after
The late L>r.
Saturday evening, H. G. Bennett gave hold followed, aud it was soon discova

fancy

der.

then.

Coats
$4 98 to $io.co.

Long

Black Panama,
The manager of 117 theaters gave
to $18.
shoul$10
tbe
hint un encouraging pat on

36 hours.
San Francisco is a sad sight. The
ruins of the terrible disaster are to be

We sailed from San Francisco Sunday,
March 3rd, at 11 o'clock, passed through
the Golden Gate at noon. We passed
Cape Flattery at noon Wednesday, and
entered tbe straits of Juan-de-Fuca,
which divides Vancouver Island and tbe
United States. They are 10 miles wide
and about 50 long. The shores on both
sides are covered with thick woods.
Reached Victoria, B. C., at 6 p. m.
We stopped here two hours; spent the
time in seeing what we could of the
city, which contains some nice hotels

suit·

Pony, Eton and Semi-fitted styles,
are very attractive.
They are of fancy
mixtures and plain colors, handsomely
trimmed, ranging in price from $13.50 up.
In the

self notorious by the vigor with which
iu the seventeenth century he Inveighed
ugulnst the use of tbe uewly inventas
an
area
side
over
on
large
seen
every
The fire swept ed optic glusses, since they perverted
as the oity of Portland.
in
everything before it, leaving only a few vision and made all things appear
crumbling walls and chimneys. Tbe an unnatural and therefore a false
streets have been cleared so that teams light. Microscopes and telescopes, with
they purchased not long since. Thej can go through, but tbe sidewalks have their
array of lenses, be declared to be
are papering the whole home.
not been repaired, and in most places
since α man could not see
Impostors,
Melvina Green is spending the week
There
you bave to walk in tbe street.
two pairs of spectacles as
with
well
so
with Mrs Pride and Mrs. Walker.
in
are only a few of the car lines running
oue. Some asserted It to be sinful
Bertha Skinner has been very sick witb
with
this part of tbe city.
were adapted
the measles.
Buildings are being built as fast as to assist the eyes, which
Alpheus Richardson of Bridgton bai iron, brick and timber can be secured. by Providence to the capacity of the
Mrs. Rich
bought the Hodgdon farm.
Many temporary buildings have been individual, whether good, bad or indifardson and son are already on tbe place built in all
parte of tbe business district. ferent. "It was argued that society at
wbitf
a
G. L. Hilton has bought large
The small houses built in the public large would liecome demoralized by the
horse of William Wheeler.
parks from the funds sent for tbe relief use of sj»ectacles. They would give
of tbe refugees are slowly being vacated.
one mua au unfair advantage over his
Denmark.
They are about 15 by 20 feet, painted fellow and
every man an unfair adExtensive repairs are being made ot green and arranged in rows with streets
over every woman, who could
the high school building, the rooms an between, there being 300 or 400 in each vuntage
exceptions the peo- not lie expected on aesthetic and intelbeing sheathed with 3-8 Southern pint place. With a few themselves
and most lectual /rrouuds to adopt the^practice."
are supporting
ple
sheathing.
Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. O. 0. F. of tbem are paying tbe city rent for —London Spectator.
celebrated their 30th anniversary Tues tbeir houses.

day evening,

of our

cause

*

new

Call and
selection.

see

.hem and let

If you

to your house.

cannot

u*

help

call let

Samples

sent

you in

us

by

making

a

send the book*
mail

on

request.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co,,
βΟ MARKBT

«QUAR1D,

gîte Oxtaxi gcnuccxt

Mia. A. L. Holme· te la Boston tbk
«Mà
All aehoola in town

SOÛTHPABIS.

I

began Monda}

PROPOSITION PBOM NORWAY WATBB CO.

morning.
Regular meeting of Giod Cheer Wednesday afternoon.

WHICH WILL 8TIB THIN OS UP.

N(5RWÀÎ.

Soprem· Jadkfiû Court.

Corporati— Mmi·! Τ·—day.

MARCH

Hon.

TXBM, 1007.

OBOBCHB·.
Second Congrégation»] < h urcl». Β·?. Β. 8.
Pastor.
Preaching service Sunday,
Bldeout,
1030 Λ. M.; Sabbath School, 13:00 M.; Y. P. ».
Mm SocUlMeetC. E., Sunday Evealng, β

Henry C. Peabody,

Justice Presiding.
Clerk.
Charles F. Whitman,
Λ)JP.
Tuesday evening of this week mt 7:3Q J. ▲. Hayden,
Stenographer. Ing, 7.40 pTm.; regular weekly Prajer Meeting,
Private skating rink at New Hall, Fri- the adjourned meeting of 8oath Paris
0KA5D TBUir· RAILWAY.
Attorney.
Charles P. Barnes,
County
T^r«win«Dîihnieh, Ββν. β. a. Devis,
day evening, April 5.
Commencing Sept. 30,1906,
Village Corporation will be called to Hiram R. Hubbard,
Sheriff. Pnator. Preaching servie· on Suaday atlOJO
Ρ ABU
SOUTH
LXAVE
will
be
reorder
In
Hall.
As
New
TkUlN·
W. R. Fletcher, who is now teaching
Crier. A.M. 8abbaU» School, 11:00; Y. P.C.D.meetH. E. Hammond,
ing, 7 £0 P. M.
A.
dallv; 9:44 a. m., in Worcester, Mass., is here for the vaca- membered, thir is an adjournment of the W. A.
Messenger.
Barrows,
liolnir '«·*η east)—5:*
Methodist Church, Her. C A. Brook·. Pastor.
annual meeting of the corporation, held
Sunday ; 4 38 p. M-, daily.
tion.
Librmrian. Preaching terrioe, 1030 A. M.; Sabbath School,
,!»!.? ev «fi·»
L.
Walter
Gray,
A. M., daily; S38 P.■„
and
the only business in
March
5th,
vWertî—10Λ7
13:00
M.; 8odalkrealng Meeting, 7Λ0 P.M.,
up
yôin<
dally.
Mrs. K. O. Taylor, of Paris Hill, is the order is on the matter of street lights.
Sunday ; 8:47 P.
Matthew MoCarthy, Esq., in the Bd H. ρraver meeting, Tuesday evening; clau meeting
Ui.v except
inBpworth League, 8 anday
of
nuisance
evening.
Mrs.
rrïnsy
J.
gueet
W.
Morrill
Chesbro
a
few
foc
At the annual meeting a committee con- Peters and Peter
causa
evening, β.OOP. M.
Rev. A. K. Bald
days.
of Η. β. Fletcher, A. E. Shurtiefl dictment case made the most eloquent
sisting
vir4t Coneregattoeal Chnreh.
Church, Ber. E.8. Cotton, Putor.
Baptist
The Preaching service. 10Λ0 A. M.; Sabbith School,
term.
Γ IL. T. Preaching eervlc*. 10:4» AT H.;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Andrews are and J. J. Emeley was appointed to con- and able plea during the
P.
7 P.
*! ,' ,-hool 12*Π Vespers 4 *) p. H. ; Wedfer with Superintendent Young of the judge ruled so strongly against the de- 13:00 M.; Prayer Meeting. Snnday evening
a visit to relatives In Lawrence,
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n':, «β" wa. arc cordially
gard to a lighting contract, ako to con- effect as directing a verdict of guilty,
A. Clifford, Pastor.
»,.too-lt-t Cbureh,-Rev. II.
The Bpworth League will meet with sider other possibilities in the matter of which was so reported.
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F. A A. M. Begular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
10
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A.
morning prayer meettng
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In
Maaonlc
Hall, Friday Evening on or
in
the
No.
On
Rev.
and Mrs. H. A. Clifford Thursday lighting. The business of the meeting sentenced to fonr months each
18,
Sabbath School
,lorvke 10:43 a.
before fall moon. Oxford BoyalArch Chapter,
β 00 p.
will be to hear the report of the com- Auburn work jail.
evening.
aaaemblea
[■>" m Kpworth League Meeting
Ko.
Wednesday Evening, on or
«9,
prayer meetrsver meeting71» p.
Council, R. A18. M.,
Joseph Paradis, having retracted his before fall moon. Oxford
Miss Maad Carter is at home from her mittee and take action. There was a
lay evening; claw meeting, Friday
full moon. Oxford Lodge,
after
!!U. Wt
innuisance
the
on
Friday
evening,
attendance at the other session, plea of not guilty
large
So. Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
teaching in Dorchester, Mass., for the and will
hurch. Rev. J. Wallace Cheebro, vacation.
diotment against him, was sentenced to full 1,
probably be at this.
moon.
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»un«lay. preaching eervloe 10:45 a.
at
taxed
costs
and
195,
the
fine
of
A
was
received
a
9100
I. O. O. P.—Norway Lodge.—Begular meeting
by
proposition
School li m.; Y. P. S. C. K., <J:15 p.
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In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Hod.
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in
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last
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which
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of
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W«1
even·
committee
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Wright
paid.
;
ne»lay
corporation
er meeting 7
No. 91, meeta In Odd
Wilder
AU are last week, to try some case· in the Cum- of the week from the
Sean free.
Edward Siddall, who by advice of fellows' Encampment,
er service 7 Λ).
Norway Water Co.,
Ha l, second and fourth Friday Evenof not guilty ings of eacb month. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge,
berland Superior Court.
his
As
service.
retracted
counse
relative
to
water
and
plea
hydrant
-al!»: Church, Re*. J. H. Little. Pastor
"ι
is generally understood, since last Decem- on an indiotment for single sale to one No. 58, meets on flnt and third Friday of each
at 10:45 a. ■.
.· service every Sunday
The subject of the sermon at the
ρ-,
month.
no contract in force, Joseph Cameron and plead nolo con^ ho»l at li M. Junior ΓηΙοη at 3.30
ber
has
been
there
K. of P.—Begular meeting In Hathaway Block
Universalis! church next Sunday will be
This every Thuradav Evening. U. R, A. O. Noyés
Y P. t Γ. at 7 r. m.
nor has the company before submitted a tendere, desired to retract again.
r
"The Divine Plan in Human Life."
sentenced
D
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vision, No. 13, meets third Friday of each
allow
not
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proposition. The Democrat is not cer- the court would
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V

tain whether under the vote taken on
this matter at the tirst session of the
meeting, it will be possible to take any
action on it Tuesday evening, but one
thing is sure, it will be likely to cause
considerable talk at the meeting.
The proposition is for a twenty year
contract, at $42.50 per hydrant. Water
for street sprinkling, park and cemetery,
No
10 cents per thousaud gallons.
guarantee as to quality of service. This
over
is an increase of 15.00 per hydrant
what we have paid before, while under
the old contract water for the other purposes named has been furuished free.
The insufficiency of the service for fire

Remember the men's sapper at the
church on Friday evening. An
entertainment will follow the supper.

M.—Pari- Lodge, So. 94. Recular
ruee-lay evening on or before full moon.
IT.—Mount Mica Lo<lge, regular meetr
rsday evening of each week.—Aurora
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nent, il ret an<l thirl Monday evening·
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ο?· α· li month.
K.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, So.
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η < M l Fellow·' HaU.
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W. K. Kimball Poet, So. 14t>. meet·
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i thir l Saturday evening· of each
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The class'of '05, Paris

High School, are

invited to a sugariug-off at the home of
Bernard Twitchell Friday evening, April
5.

—

Obadiah Gardner, Master of the State
|q i,. A. R. Hall.
κ. Kim ball Relief Corp· meeu first Grange, is expected to attend Pomona
\\
In
each
of
month,
:r : -.itunlay evening·
Grange here Tuesday of this week, April
s
ν
jri-ί Hall.
2d.
!l.—Parte Grange, from May 1 to Oet.1,
the
Saturday; during
r-t and third
All members of the Methodist church
'f the year, meeu every Saturday, in
are requested to write a letter for the
b ,r.t Hall.
Second and fourth Monday· of general class next Friday evening if they
it. C
•a· ft month.
So. 181, can not attend.
ν κ. <». P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
...»nd and fourth Wednesday evening·
Carl Mason has bought the bouse oc:nonth.
u'
··.— HamUn Lodge, So. 31. meets every cupied by the family of Frank Turner,
HaK.
t
«.;·· venir.; at Pythian
formerly the Methodist parsonage, on
Church Street
home from Bowat
is
Farrar
W.
«,.ιy
Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro attended the
for the Easter vacation.
quarterly meeting of the Oxford Bapliâtes College students are spend- tist Association at Buckfield last Wed; e Easter vacation at home.
nesday and Thursday:
M -on A. McAlister is at home from
All members of the Pythian Sisters'
t
»og<>r Theological Seminary.
degree team are asked to attend the
that we can regular meeting Thursday evening as
euty of snow Sunday so
ii v claim six weeks sledding in there will be a rehearsal.
m
XHck
Miss Ruth Bolster visited relatives in
home
raid Clifford is at home for the Eas- Portland last week, returning
ation fromTufte Dental College, Saturday. Mrs. Bolster spent a few days
t.
with her the first of the week.
t; ·;··η.
>

—

...

Club are soon to present
>utertainment to the public for the
Seneca

.ι

b»

nt

:

of the

reading

actual use at fires. The wildest enthusiast could not venture to assert that there
is anything attractive about the proposition.

Department Organization.
Tbe South Paris Are department bad
its annual
meeting for organization at
Engine House Hall last Tuesday evening. After tbe organization had been
completed, the firemen formed in procession, and beaded by a drum corps,
proceeded to Good Cheer Hall, where
Fire

about sixty of tbe flremen and invited
guests sat down to a fine supper served
by tbe Good Cheer Society. A very
pleasant time, is the universal sentiment. ;
Mrs. E. A. Howe will have an opening The organization of the several comdisplay of pattern bats and millinery panics is as follows:
next Friday and Saturday, according to
HOSE CO. NO. 1.
her announcement in the advertising
Foreman—Eugene H. Dorr.
columns.
Assistant Foreman—George F. Eastman.
Clerk—Irving E. Andrews.
Next Sunday the pastor of the MethPipeman—Η llllam Culbert.
odist church will preach a sermon on
Assistant Pipeman—William A. Blake.
and
Hydranttnan—J. D. Η ay nee.
girls George
(jueen Esther. All the boys
B. Bennett. Lewie Holt, Harold Gamof the various organizations are invited mon. Rot
Bennett,George H. Davie, M. F. Loveto attend.
Dunham.
M.
joy, Ε.

-t. A. Bessey of Stoneham. Mass.,
the guest of relatives here for
·■[]
h.
t!·^ ;>ast week.
\ :^1 Monk has returned from St.
X. B., where he has been employai
telephone work.
I

protection has been repeatedly demonstrated, both by gauge tests and by

room.

HOSE CO. no 3.
V -- AIta C. Walker, after spending
Large audiences attended the Easter
a ati<»n at home, returned Friday
Foreman—Ronello Edward·.
services at the Baptist church both mornA. Abbott.
A
relatant
Beach.
Foreman—George
Wells
at
r teaching
t
ing aud evening. Two young people reClerk—Myron W. Maxim.
I'lpeman—Charle· Cutler.
except ceived the ordinance of baptism at the
.· Γ Diversity of Maine boys,
Assistant Pipeman—Carroll E. Edwards.
T. Lindley and Italie Bennett, are e-ening service.
Hvdrantman—M. W. Maxim.
"-ne f »r the Easter vacation.
Will
Weston, AI Hatch, Ed Campbell, Elmer
aThe Seneca Club was entertained last
Lester Starblrd.
by Mrs. Alton C. Campbell,
Florence M. Jewett. who has Monday evening
M
HOSE CO. NO. 3.
studied.
h· : ν .siting here fora while, returned Wheeler. Mexico was the city
Foreman—William W. Ripley.
Refreshments were served and a pleasant
ν» inlay to her home in Denmark.
Assistant Foreman—Ε. Ο Mille».
evening enjoyed.
Clerk-Lewis Monk.
women's missionary meeting of
I!
Pipeman—Vernal Edwards. Ilazelton.
Mr. Charles T. Wheeler of Brattleboro,
Assistant Pipeman—Pearl
!.:>I>tist society will beheld with Mrs.
Mr.
Wheeler
at
1907.
March
died
afternoon
30,
P. M. Walker. C. E. Mc Anile, W. A. Edwards,
Vt.,
<
Turner, Thursday
F
Frank W. Perkins.
has
but
in
1832
in
Dixtield
was
born
• clock.
HUSK CO no. 4.
lived in Brattleboro for a long number
Mis. Louise J. Briggs has returned of
Foreman—Wm P. M are ton.
years. He was a brother of Wm J.
Assistant Foreman—I. E. Murch.
î
Portland, where she was called by Wheeler of South Paris.
husClerk—C. A. Marston.
tii- illness and death of her sister's
I
Pipeman—.). E. Everett.
The Easter services at the Methodist
Mr. Ciibbs.

b»od.

by

good
highly appreciated
K. Ellis, who has been living in audiences. The official board will meet
V.:vray for some years, has bought the; this Monday evening. The Ladies' Aid
road.
v-vens farm, near the Stony Brook
will hold a social in the vestry Tuesday
ι·: James M. Hasey.
evening to hear how each earned or
wuu
obtained a dollar. All friends of the
Mr- Marv Newell, who nas oeeo
D.
Haynes, church are cordially invited.
her .laughter, Mrs. J.
her
through the winter, returned to
W. C. Thayer's tiock of one hundred
me in Sumner last Tuesday.
Rose Comb Rhode Island Reds have been
of
making a pretty good showing for the
The snow went off rapidly the last
laid 4085
"
week, and wheels began to make past three months, having
outside e.'iis. ne nas one oreeuing pen οι «η
their appearance. On the roads
little bens that have been laying since Dec.
the village, however, there is ae yet
15th that laid 218 eggs in March. He
bare ground.
has 14.*> chickens batched already and
necesmade
truite extensive repairs,
lia» 374 eggs now setting.
at.
in
are
progress
*arv by the recent tire,
re-.
the
includes
Easter Sunday was a beautiiul dav,
work
il. Jones*. The
of a and there was a lame attendance at al
building of a chimney, the addition
the churches, with special music and
fireplace, and other changes.
sermons appropriate to the
Charles H. Merrill has sold his farm, In the aiteruoon the fine weather at
the
the Webber place, on Elm Hill, with
traded people out doors, and though the
to
exception of about twenty acres, it. walking was in general pretty bad, the
will
who
occupy
James S. Record,
railroad track was dry. »nd
Mr. Merrill will move to Norway village.
village to the bridge it was well tilled for
Sanford M. Brown, who went to the a good part of the day.
treat( eutral Maine General Hospital for
Miss Ida Kerr died Sunday evening at
ment for appendicitis, returned home the home of her father, Henry Kerr, on
the
after
weeks
two
;.LHt Monday, just
Pleasant Street, after a sickness ofsoverand is
operation, in good condition,
al weeks. She had just .passed her
well.
doing
twenty-second birthday. For the past
been1
three year. Miss Kerr h » been
Rev. A. K. Baldwin, who has
his employed much of the time in Mrs.B.
taking an enforced vacation from
» rk,
returned home with his family A. Howe's millinery establiabine:it. She
and a
week, and occupied his pulpit at the was an attractive young lady,
Sunday. He general favorite with the young people
Congregational church on work
without of about her age, and her seemingly
expects to continue his
timely death is much lamented. The
interruption now.
funeiàl will be on Wednesday.
were
Club
Seneca
the
of
members
The
I
The last supper and entertainment of
entertained Thursday evening by Mrs.
who the season to be held by the Good Cheer
Miss
of
honor
in
Jewet{,
Barnes,
The evening was very | Society will be held at Good Cheer Hall
w.i- visiting her.
charades, par- ; Tuesday. April 2d. The supper, which
{ isantly spent in acting
of baked beans, lobster
t iking of Welsh rarebit and other at-j will consist
served at
will
t V ive refreshments, and conversation. | salad, hot rolls, etc.,
tî::lO, followed by the laughable farce,
of
friends
and
\11 former students
-An American Harem or Frank Glynn 8
F ι: mington Normal Scho«d are invited]
Wife," with the following cast:
at
Riverton,
t· attend the reunion
Krank and Alice. »
Ian·), the evening of April 12th. Mr.
m0t,'ar'
Mrs.
Γ iruiitt"» will be present. Dinner
ed nt » o'clock, 91.25 per plate. Those
Nellie Andrews.
le
wishing to attend ploune notify Myrtle Eil Aebury, Prank's College
gumMir.
Λ I', icon. 4tV4 Cumberland Ave., PortIva
Ν or ali, Uic servant Girl.
McArU1®:
Ian ', before April 9ih.
A sociable with first-class music will
J. B. Gr'ftin, representative of
Mr
close the evening. Siupper loceiits, e
New
the
for
T!. {Uncojk Co. brokers
tertainment and sociable 10 cents.
Y rk Chicago Electric Air Line stock,
Griffin
Mr.
Minor town officers have been apwis in
town Wednesday.
bard win- pointed by the selectmen as follows.
riip"rts that, in spite of the
CONSTABLES.
ter. work upon the Electric Air Line
Albert W. Walker.
has been pushed with such vigor that a Mfreil II Jacksnn.
Joseph
of La Porte, Chas. M Tltcomb.
j rtu'U of the line outside
Jsmes R- Tucker.
Ζ Perkins.
Henry
Indiana, will be ready for operation withchurch
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SEXTONS.

in the coming month.

Thay«r·
Κτβϋ York.

£r»ce

Joseph Β. Cole.
Edward S. Jones.

The county commissioners had a session .it the court house last week aud
The total
assessed the county tax.
amount of the tax is $30,000, the same as
for the past few years. Owing to some
increase in valuation, the rate of the tax
is lower than before, being .0017*2 as
against .W1S6 for the past two years. In
»<>ine towns where there baa been a considerable increase of valuation, the total
ainotintof the tax will be larger than
before, but in most of the towns it will
be a little less.

K. L. Porter.
Geo.

Hydrantman—Charles Swan.
HU(IK

Mrs. Alva Shurtleff.
Nancy Ann. widow of Alva
Shurtleff, died at her home in South
M re.

Paris Saturday evening, at a few days
le« than 85 years of age. Mr. Shurtleff
d ed on the 21st of last November, at the
age of 89, and soon after they had passed the sixty-fifth anniversary of their
marriage, and Mrs. Shurtleff has survived him only a few months.
Mrs. Shurtleff was the daughter of
Jacob Jackeon, and the grand-daughter
of Lemuel Jackeon, one of the first
settlers of Paris. She was married to
Mr. Shurtleff Oct. 24, 1841, and they
lived a happy life until the family was
broken by Mr. Shurtleff's death last

November.
Two children of Mrs. Shurtleff survive
her, Abbie Frances, wife of Charles I).
Brown of Salem, Mass., and Willie K.
Shurtleff, who is in business in New
York. One other son, Charles Α., died
years ago.
Mrs. Shurtleff had been a member of
the South Paris Congregational church
for nearly forty-five years.
The funeral will be beld at the house
at 1 p. m. Tuesday.

some

Mr. C. F. Farrar of Bryant's Pond desires to express bis sincere and heartfelt
gratitude to all those who with such
kindly expressions of neighborly consideration assisted him at the time of

his recent bereavement, February 18th
when his beloved wife, Mary P.
Farrar, passed away after a brief illness.
Especially does he desire to thank Mra.
Sumner Sessions, whose good offices as a
and
nurse were of such great service;
again he feeis a debt toward Mrs. Irving
Thompson who gratuitously furnished
carriages for the funeral, as well as
toward all who honored the departed
and comforted the bereaved by their
gifts of flowers. Mr. Farrar willofalways
gratibear them all a deep-felt sense
tude.

last,

L^w'cSB*
Edwards.

Burnei

Bonello

SanfordM. Brown.

WEIGHERS.
Β- N. U«dlC Β -Brett.
9A. W. walker,

assaulting

FIRE WARDENS.

escape.

Jo*Ph B·Cole·

from cards found
A. Norton
upon the body, to Η George
of West Fltcbburg, Mass, aged 82 years,
Tueswas struck by a train at Augusta
killed. The
day night and instantly
face
the
head was crushed to a jelly,
arrni
being cut off entirely, and both
The man was supposed
were broken.
to board
to have been killed in trying
A man

^S"MK^JeM,c·curt" I
9««.^«MW· »»»""'
"KM?!-*»»
North Parts-Jennie Bradbury.

RISING FROM THE GRAVE.
A
A prominent manufacturer, Wm.
«
Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C., relates
most remarkable experience. He says
ol
«•After taking leu than three, bottles
Electric Bitters, I feel like one rising
ι
from the grave. My trouble la Bright,
diaeaae, in the Diabetes «tage. I full]
believe Electric Bittera will cure m<
[
permanently, for It baa already atoppe< ι
complication) 1
the liver and bladder
wblob have troubled me for years.'
Guaranteed at F. A. 8hurtleff Λ Co. s

pÏÏSu^MlWf^Parlla·

»wSKÎ!S«SSÎ»w~·
Mountain—Hsttle Jeaae.

Over twenty teachers took their exam!
nations on Saturday.

At the annual meeting of the Soutl
Paris Savings Bank
corporation last
jckftmf Hammond Résigne.
Thursday the former board of offlcen
was elected as followa:
Henry D. Hammond, one of theseleot
hi
I'nMilent—N. Dayton Bolder.
men of Parle, on Saturday tendered
Vice President—J. Hasting· Bean.
as follows:
resignation,
Treasurer—George M. Atwood.
TruAteee—X. Dayton Bolster, WUttas» J To rhaa W Bowker. cbatomsaofthe Board ®
and the legal voters of the
Wheeler, John Γ. Flummer, Albert W. Walker
M
J
towa of Parts:
Hasting» Bean, 8. Porter Stearas. Geor«
At wood, Henry D. Hammond, Jamil 9 Wright
as a membc
1 this day leader my resignation
To fill vacancies in the board of In ! -/the Board of Selectmen, Assessor· and Oveit
of Poor, led rwpeclfelly petition you
i^ri
elected
were
act upo
corporators the following
cilia ApecUl low® raeeiln* il once
Loren H. Merrill.
iny
HtNRT D. Hammond.

The report of the treasurer shows th
bank to be in moat excellent condition !

having

increased its

^eiiectnien,

meeting bas been ealled fo
to fill th
Monday, April 3, at 2 p. m.,
A town

assets

about on

J

has served the town I
**Mr. Hammond selectman
ten years ο
the capacity of
le

ί mîreTÏÎ

wUbâetow

thousand dollars per month or something
over twelve thousand dollars during th » business, · man of good judgment,
his resignation is to b· regretted.
PMtyav.

an

get

-,

Our Rain Coats
Are the results of the best c flbrts of the best
Rain Coats are
manufacturers in the country.
the handiest of all Coati.
They're good went

easily than

aome

game.

When passing np or down Elm Street,
in thia Tillage, and yon come oppoaite
Mies Ardelia Prince'· residence,
atop
right there and jot down a few exclamation pointa, "lenottng wonder,
or admiration" at her window-garden of

anrpriae,

flowera! Ton will feel jaat like ahedding

your winter underwear, getting your hair
cut, and hunting up the old "chip" bat.
If only a little aong sparrow wonld ahow
up in the greenery, the illusion wonld
be perfect. The most noticeable ia a

petunia

with twenty-aix large

variegated

it rains and

good

when it shines—and without

ATTENTION!

a

We have just received a consignment
of purina poultry pebd5. call
and examine them.

materials, in the newett up-to-date styles—in
fact, except you're dry after a rain, instead of
wet, you could never tell it from an ordinary

Poultiy

Raisers!

They're

PURINA

made from the

newest

up-to-date

coat.

POULTRY FEEDS

April

mixture of over a dozen varieties
of crains and seeds. They contain
absolutely no jrlt which makes
weight. They contain absolutely no
burnt nor smutty wheat. Your chickens will thrive upon this feed—it's no
experiment, but a practical feed for
practical poultry raisers. Come in
and a&k for α sample of iL
FOR SALE BY
arc

charge.

appreciate

is the month you will

one

the mo>t. Too warm for a Winter Coat, too
A Rain Coat is
cold to go without a coat.

a

the geranluma are worthy
of attention, but atudy tbem all your
life and you cannot make one, neither
just the garment and if you are caught in an
can you understand how they grow and
shower you are all
at
taxed
$31
costs
and
him to pay 150
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
bow they get tbeir so different tinta and
and in addition to 30 days in jail. In
P. of H.—Norway Orange meets second and
one
of
so
different
kinda
Hall.
fragrance, why
default of payment of fine and costs to fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange
Bust Post, No. 54, meets In flower bas a ravishing odor, and another
G. A.
30 davs additional imprisonment. Π is Now G. B.—Harry
A. B. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
with
no odor at all
but
beauty
nothing
counsel filed exceptions and the case will of each month.
or a disagreeable one, and yet drawiog
W. B.C.—Meets In New G. A. B. Hall, Mon.
court.
law
to
the
go
life from the same soil with the same
dtv evening.
The last civil case tried was Lester E.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In God's auniight over all.
to
in Price from
Assortment
Our
Ob, there are a
Hazel ton against Charles C. Davis. Both NewG. A.B. Hall, on the first an<l third Wedfew things in the universe that we haven't
evenings of each month.
parties live in Oxford. It appeared In nesday
Ο U. Α. M.—Norway and South Paris Council, learned yet. That thought ever occur to
evidence that the plaintiff had worked No.
10, meets at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday you, or does it come aa a surprise? Exsome in April, 1806, loading wood on evening.
cuse me! I didn't intend to startle you.
Haine.
He
had
O. P. F .—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
U.
bad
been
and
paid.
cars, etc.,
Mrs. Mason—one of the Marya—has a
and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
been having $ 1.50 per day and boarded second
month.
and South
of
is
of
house
that
in
her
raiser
Be
a
suggestive
garden
himself. In May defendant wanted him
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 347.
Plaintiff meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of summer and the singing of birds, bobo- use the feed put up in checkerboard
to board with bim and work.
month
links, and sweet June mornings.
A hen fed Purina Poultry
said nothing was said about price but he each
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 3, meets In ByerHave the country school children of bags.
that son
more eggs than when
Feeds will
hall, every Thursday evening, September to the
expected the same pay, calculatingmornF. A. SHTBTLEFF * CO.
and
r. A. SHURTLEFF 4 CO.
wrinkled
and
now
old
to
long
ago,
his ''doing the chdres" nights and
May, first and thlnl Thursday evenings, May
fed
otherwise.
last
of
and
happenyear's
forgetful
September.
for
gray
ings would amply compensate Davis
ings, forgotten the first Monday in June,
his board. Davis claimed that he was to
40 ACRES ONLY $600.
Tonic our
For a
The steam pipe opposite Dr. B. P. when school
began, the bare-footed, Keep 3 cow·, hen·, brook, wood, 25 bbta. apwere some
this
attention
attracted
pay Hazelton $1 a day. There
has
books and
Bradbury's
their
with
girls
the
pantaletted
and
shade,
In
season.
7-room
pohouse,
maple
ple·
discrepancies as to payments
nosegays of pink lilacs, but not so pink tatoes and sweet corn are a money making crop.
time worked. Davie claimed that he bad
C. B. Cumraings & Sons bave their and so "taking" to scbool-boy fancies as To settle estate only $000. See farm No. 12,383.
was first
suit
The
well
Ailed the cheeks of the
11, of Stront's List No. 18, the biggest book
overpaid plaintiff.
mill yard south of Main Street
happy bearers of the page
farm bargains ever Issued. 236 pictures ; over
brought before Trial Justice F.theA. De- with "bolts" to be worked into dowels. flowers? They are among the unforget- of
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Tuell-Lllv Price.

I

w.

a prisoner in the
at Ellsworth, dug a hole through the
wall of the jail and got out through it
Thursday night. He then concealed
himself in the stable, broke the electric
H.
light switch, and when Sheriff D.
with a
Mayo entered, knocked him down
club. The sheriff w»s made unconscious
no
by a blow on the head, but sustained
wound.
worse injury than a bad scalp
Steadman's only grievance, " far as
known, is that the sheriff denied him tbe
Afcer
use of a pack of playing cards.
the sheriff, be made his

•^ρϊί5Γβ3-·»ΓΪ^»'"*■

_

LAUUtB

Foreman—.Jarvle M. Doble.
AeeUUiit Foreman—Danle K. Dresser.
Clerk—D. H. I'.ean.
Harold C. Fletcher, Howard W. Shaw, Keoneth WaUlron, Charles R. Newell, Vivian Webl>er, Klmer AM rich, E. W. Pierce, Archie Harlln,
John 8. Burbank, .lohn Currier, Warteworth
Spring, Dexter Lowell, Robert Wheeler.

LUI of Paris Teachers.

o'clock.

ΑΛΙ'

in any other way that
I
oooura to me at the preaent sitting.
at least
contemplate trying the project
one night what time the motha and millers fly, and am aangnine that I wonld
mure

BLUE 8TORE8.

~

5.

William Steadman,

L. Bounds,
High School—B. P. Clason, Sue
"""

smoking, talking, and telling stories, and
it was a lively and enjoyable time all
around. The car went to Norway and
the evening's pleasure ended about 1

No.

E. Foes, Earl Swan, Ralph Wheeler, George
Wheeler, Clinton Foes, Fre<l Cushman.

surveyors or wood and lumber.

Frank Reed.
C. W. Bowker.

has closed his engagement with the comwill
pany. after several years' work, and
take a position with the Portland Railroad Co. The banquet was served at 11
ι· ni., after the car service was completed
for the day, and all present joined in extending their hearty thanks and appreciation to Mrs. Shaw for the appetizing menu and excellent service given.
With the electric men and a number of
invited guests there was a party of thirty
to sit at the tables.
After the banquet
an hour or more waa spent informally in

CO

Johnson, Gér-

Foreman—W. C. Bessey.
Αβ-Ί-tant Foreman—Frank L. Dow.
Clerk—E. W. Besaey.
Pipeman—A. L. Curtis.

M. Giles.

p. M. Walker.

Wednesday evenins: a banquet was given by the employee
of the Norway and Paris Street Railway
to Guy Bennett of Norway. Mr. Bennett

hose

buildinu inspector.

A. E. S hurtle IT
E. H. rarrar.
G. H. Porter.
p. c. Pickett-

At Hotel Andrews

Sanford M. AnnW, Charles M.
ai 1 Wing, U N. Porter.

jail

vv.HJenne.

h' g'

Pipeman—Robert Tufts.
Hydrantman—Scott N. Marston.

Assistant

Letter Pro· Breezy Mat
Aa moths and miller· ere attracted bj
e light, would it not be e feealble plan to
•et e light lo your orchard or elsewhere,
aay· lantern not affected by the wind,
in a pen partly filled with keroaene, 01
any other light in any other way yonr ingenuity may oontrlve? There ,1a no
patent on the idee, and yon can nae It
with no fear of a lawaalt. I think that
very many motha and millera might and
wntild be destroyed in that way and

Remember you can get what you
buy your footwear of us.

want

2.25

1.85
i.85

5o
'•25
ι

and

save

money if

you

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe
Opera

House Block,

Norway, Maine,

Telephone 11Β·8.

CASTORIAftrw-»""**»
Tk KM Yn Hm Ahfip Bcoght

Company,

"t

SB

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
Α8

metropolitan Mviptptr tor biu| people, almost 11
Delivery Carriei
good as » daily, and your Rural Freeweek.
brin*· it to your door three time every
It ia published oa Mondaya, Wedneedaya and Friday·,
and cootaioa all the moet important newa of The DaJlj
Tribune, whieh la a guarantee of lie mint.
If you live in the village or on η farm and have no I
time for a daily newepeper you may he kept in elooe touch
with all important newa of the world at a very email ooet.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE la only 91.00 per year, hutyou can secure it with
Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper, The

8000

la a

AS
A
DAILY
PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paria, Maine.
Tour name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample oopy.

Ν·. 4W9m«m1«4 Rlrcn.
Go tell Alfred that there to a horse
In Ed'· cornfield and a grizzly bear
near his potato patch In the yard and
one rather fat deer In the corner next
to barn on the other aide of the fence.
Tie. HwHWglMU.
Fill each blank with the same six
letters arranged so as to form ten different words.
Oft,when the night Is dark 1 see.
maybe.
Hiding among the
Two gleaming vyes that suggest to me
of witches' work, perdle.

Moisten one ottpfol of soft breadcrumb· with two taoleepoonfals of melted butter. Chop the whites of four
hud-boiled egg» end crumble the yolk·.

My whole's

a

the inhabltanti they are establishing
within their boundaries, art compared
with place· which, like Springfield, have
not made mere aise their principal
object, the foolUbnesa of pnlntelllgently
booming a city become· easily manifeat.
Springfield doe· not grow with maeb-

Flake cold fiah to the amount of » eupfub and dissolve two teaspoon fol· of room rapidity, but the advance· it make·
cornstarch in one onpfol of sweet milk. contribute to the eolid advantage of the

Batter a medium-sized padding disband
pat the orambs, fish flakes, whlteeof
eggs, and the yolks in the dish In alterseasoning each layer very
P*1®
lightly with pepper and salt Pour the
milk over the whole and bake one-half
hour.

of wel1 blanched celery
«
In
thin elice· and simmer twenty minutes
in salted water. Drain, dredge very
lightly with flour, turn into ft frying-pan
Who ······ to make life bright and gay
,,,,n containing bot browned butter, and toss
Finds room to Insert (which the
and stir for flvo minutes. Then add one
display)
A good word for all, but our fears to tablespoonful of cream, one-half teaallay
•poonful of salt, a saltspoonful of white
Thou ······ of evil spells that betray.
pepper, and four eggs slightly beaten.
Away!
Once more, begone!
Stir over the cool part of the range until
*
I
say!
on
but
thyself.
Thy spite
of the consistency of soramblea eggs;
turn on a hot dish and serve with toast.

C.u} f0,"r ,UIk;

locality. It attraota thoee whoeeideaa
oongenial to the deeoendante of the
people who first pnt the finer element·
into lb civio life and the new oltisena
loyally carry on, and even better, the
traditions of the maker· of the oity.
Place· which have the growth mania
would do well to atudy citiee of this
type which ia fortunately (till a common
Tbe excellence of
one in New England.
their aanitation, their admirable eohool
•yatema and aplendid achool houaea,
their efficient and acholarly librarlea,
their admirable mueeuma and art gal*
leriee, all under learned and judicloua
administration, together with their clean
and well-paved a treeta, are irreaistlbly

are

attractive even to casual visitor·. Taxation ia usually far from being extravagant in apite of tbe advantage· their
oltisena receive. It ia poaaible to have a
hearty love for such places, and mnch of
SWISS EGGS.
tbe eplendor and refinement which give·
Thickly butter the bottom of a shallow tbem ancb a distinctive note ia derived
benefactiona of
pen, sprinkle lightly with grated rye from the generoua
bread crumbs, cover this layer with one
and cultured oltisena who have
wealthy
of grated cheese; next, break in five or taken
delight in tbeae communitiea in
six eggs, being careful not to break the which it ia eo
good to live.

A pet name Is my third;
To boys it does belong.

ALL

REGARDLESS OF
THE AMBITIOUS CLAIMS

together.

OF OTHER MAKERS, IS

Λο AoinjM S.ary Por
LKtla

Folk·

The foolish Hares

opportunity

to

prove—"

MM BP PROM

OON8TIPATION

8 Τ Ο M AC H

TROUBLES

any idea tbut the two
bares would be bright scholars when
they went to school, but It certainly
one who
was the opinion of every
Medway, MeA Aug. 4. 1906.
nt least
knew theni that they would
"I have received great benefit from
class.
their
with
to
up
able
keep
be
the true 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitter· and
hour
One day during the geography
consider them excellent for stomach
a big
troubles, constipation and sick headthe teacher showed the clues
told
globe representing the earth and dur- ache." Yours truly, Β. I. Weymouth.
You can always depend on "L. F."
how It turned on its uzis and how
of the Atwood's Bitters for speedy relief from
ing the day we are all on top

Nobody bad

SICK HEADACHE

while at night we are nearly
down. The little hares looked
on and wondered, and when they got
home they got to talking the whole

globe,
upside
thing

over.

"I'm much afraid that we will fall
off tonight when the world gets upside down," Huid Jimmy Hare.
"So am I," said Charlie Hare.
"How are we .going to prevent it?"

asked Jimmy.
"I don't know." answered Charlie.
"I'll tell you what we'll do," said
Jimmy.
"What?" asked Charlie.

"Teacher «nid if we stood on our feet
stand
we would be upside down. I^et's

on our

And

agreed

heads."

so the foolish little fellows
to do so, aud soon as it got dark

THAT THE

Underwood

Typewriter
IS PRE-EMINENTLY THE

EGGS

Picture Paxsle.

GRATIN,

AU

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
BEDUtfED 'BATfif t
rare Portlaaé to Boat·· tl.O·
§1.90
Slater···

Commencing Monday, Sept. 17,

ers

rates

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
insured

oven

S «-ver Did It.

J

"Well,

until the eggs are cooked.
EOQ8

EN

SURTOUT.

(entering friend's
Take small "finger" rolls, cut off the
I can't make out how tops and remove the crumbs. Brash
you can stand sitting in such a hot the rolls inside and out with melted butter, and set in a quick oven to become
room as this.
Break into a bowl five egge, beat
Second Student—I never have been crisp.
to mix, add half a cupful of
able to staud sitting anywhere; Have just enough
cream, half a teaspoonful of salt, a e%ltyou?
two sardines,
spoonful of white
Student

First

study)—Phew!

Our guarantee is backed
by what we know it
1

tfiraa.

1. A hairless coin.
2. Aq ocean simpleton.

It Has Proved Its Worth

does,

4».—Tronaiateu

spoonful paprika,
pour
"aren't you
gapful of thin cream. Break in the their quarrel of yesterday,this
parcel?"
required number of eggs, and pour over ourious to know what's in his
"Not
wife, invery," replied
of cream.
them another half-cupful
Dust sparingly with salt and set in the differently.
for the one I
it's

a

A School Motto.

A school In Germany has the following mottoes engraved over its main

door,

says Chums:

When wealth la lost, nothing Is lost;
When health 1» lost, something Is lost;
When character Is lost, all Is lost.

we

something

love best in the world."
"Ah! I suppose it's those new collars

you said you needed."

Only little oold in the head may be
the beginning of an obstinate case of
Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader
with Siy's Cream Balm applied straight
to the inflamed stuffed up air passages.
Price 50 cents. If you prefer to use an
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm.
a

CORED ONLESS ORIC O
IS OSED

Sadden Deaths, Heart Failure and
Paralysis Are Caused by Poisonous
Uric and Rheumatic Adds.

I

Mouldings s,JL

with the mixture and
Hints about

serve

New

on a

No mercury to
a dreadful habit.
out the secretion. Price 75 cents,
with spraying tube. All druggists, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,

heated breed

dry

Fabrice.

The interest in wash materials for the

summer

off the

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFS,

My

shoes are In that valise.'
4H'aIl right, sir.
Very good, sir.
Thankee kindly.' said he, and I left
with a feeling of elation.
"When I got back to the hotel 1
found my evening clothes still In the
truuk, the shirt aud shoes untouched
and, In short, 'nothing doing.' Next

KILL th. COUCH

—

Oh, father, hundreds aud hundreds
No. 38.—Missing Words: Primais— color. For shirt-waist suits there are
the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrffp of birds! The wheat is being all eaten
Milton. Finals—Handel. 1. March. 2. striped ginghams with graduated bor- does not nauseate or
gripe and is mild up!'
in brown, blue and grey, and plaid
Ida. 3. Lion. 4. Toad. 5. Olive. 0. ders,
But
"The farmer loaded bis gun.
in which the pastel rather than and pleasant to take. Refuse substizephyrs
Nail.
tutes. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
where was the shot? It couldn't be
the Tartan shades are
bowels and restores the natural action of

Exchange Street, Portland, Maine.

No. 30.—Hidden Trees: 1. Pear.

Apple.
Να 40.—Anagrams: 1. Mabel.

Faroid

Roofing·

BUY

oi.e

Paroid; open it; ia·
it; apply it to your roof,
lot of

•ltd it then you are not satisfied
that you imTe the
reedy roofing
n;a.!e, »*nd us your luuno and ad·
and
«ill
send
we
drew,
youachei-k
for the full coat of the roofing including the coat of applying it

rust-proof cape—water proofed oo both

Roofing

THE NEW PURE POOD AND DRUG
LAW.
We are pleased to announce that

With a Foley'· Honey and Tar for coughs, cold·
and lung troubles is not affected by the

Money-back

«

Guaranty

Paroid Lasts

Longest

it ia made at the tact /ett—mad· in our cwa
nuila (established in 1817); other ■anufactHfw buy
their felt outside and simply aatorat* and ooat it.
bacaoaa it ta toaked (sot dipped) ia a satura tin κ
compound which makes It watar proof la «very Jttrs.
Bac—aalt ia coated oo bot h side· with the strongest,
thickest, mootkeet, tougkut, atoaf JUxibU coating
used on any ready roofing. Don't take our word aloo*
for it. Compare Paroid with an* other. You can aae
and feel the difference. Paroid does not break or
crack in thecoidaat weather or run In hot weather.
lancw it ia applied with our patented square,
rtdca the only caps that will aot rest, work looae

ot the reaaooa why we can id*e Paroid ao strong a guaranty—why It laats
lone—why it iaao largely ueed by the U. 8. Gov't, railways, factorise aad fanners everywhere.
Au we ask ia that you try
on our monev-bnck guaranty.
If your dealer cannot supply you, don't take a substitute out send for ampins and prices.
Theaa

2. Lu-

8. Melissa.

cretia.

The

2.

are aotne

BUILDING PLANS FREE

National Pure Food and

oontains

opiates

no
and we

drug·,
remedy

or

Drug

law a· it

other harmful

leading.

Plain colore in voiles, whether cotton,
silk or wool, are more in favor than
figured weaves, unless the figure introduced is small and silk-embroidered.
These
fabrics, including the cotton
voiles, whioh are being manufactured in
better qualities than last year, necessitate silk linings, and strong contrasts or
clever combinations of plaid silk and
plain material are sought after. For
dressy wear in the line ofwool materials,
marquisettes, grenadines and silk voiles,
with a broad satin stripe, will take the

and before the victim realize· hi· danger
Take
b· may bave a fatal malady.
Foley'· Kidney Cure at the first sign of
trouble as it correcte irregularities and
Bright'· disease and diabetes.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Ïreventa

Worsted suitings, showing gray
brown checks and stripes on a white
ground introduce many a novelty, and
the mannish mixtures appear in light
weights snitable for spring wear. Silks
in all weaves are in such demand that
a shirt waist or a street suit of this fabric
may become a luxury, because of the
insufficient supply. The most striking
novelties which are attraoting the greatest attention are seen in the Rajah and
Shantung silks which appear In a multitude of designs in large checks and

good.

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
One of the worst features of kidney
trouble is that it is an inaidlons disease

or

boss, wuzn't he?"
with brown always in the lead.
Better do it at once.
plans (or Practical Farm »■»»■*-»■
"Tes; en ef be hadn't gone ter aleep at stripes,
For traveling and street suits these will
d·
time
a-been
it."
he'd
so
y
wrong
5. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.
give excellent wear. The vogue of all
shades of tan and mode brings pongee in
There are many tonics in the land,
its natural color into the front rank
As by the paper· you can see;
again for street and house wear. One of
But
none of tbem can equal
the most becoming modes for slender
IF γ
YOU want a quick cash
Steam Engine and Boiler
Ο ni·
Holllster'a Rooky Mountain Tea.
for your country propto
figures is that of the jumper blouse,
Shurtleff
O.
V.
A.
A
D.
Steven·.
Co.;
wnioh will last for another season at
wïBw arty, writ·
w
for our lnproTM
F»r Sal« Cheap.
least. This style Is
Κ liatlng blank·. No adFRJCK
especially well
yLS
V7
TUM
I
▼ano· payment required.
"I notice your daughter dances with adapted to the combinations of colors
Second hand, six horse power
If yon demi re to pnrcha·· real estât·, such
and
materials
which
are
a feature of the
graceful, free movements."
engine and eight horse power koiler. writ· or call on ua. W· hare
tale
:,They ain't free; she takes reg'lar spring and summer. Colored lawns
Call and see them at A. C. Jones' eom· of the b«et fame In for
with bands of white, or all-over emOxford paid lessons."
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
broideries with colored trimmings will
County.
be frequently used with desirable effect
THIS MAY INTEREST TOU.
"Adam

The E. A. Strout Farm Agency,

wnz

bis own

eternity?"

Thousands have pronounced Hollister's
Rocky Mountain Tea the greatest healWhen medical
ing power on earth.
Makes you
science fails, it succeeds.
well and keeps you well. 35 cents, Tea
al- or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.; O.

recommend it a· a safe
lead.
for children and adult·. F. A.
For the tailor-made suit, there are
Shnrtleff A Co.
ways the plain mohairs to give good
if
are wanted, the shot
"Do you think a divorced woman wear, or, designs
effects on brown or blue grounds are

should remarry?"
"Not until she is asked."

"You know," said Oaddie, "the members of bis church don't believe in a bell
at all."
Know.
"How
silly!" exclaimed
"What comfort can he possibly get out
of that sort of belief? Where does he
expect his neighbors to spend their

this season for thee·
trouble, waists.—Ex.

pinafore

or

D. Stevens.

"Hub!" growled tbe first citizen at
the town meeting, "why did they call on
that man for a speech 1 He doesn't know
how to talk."
"No," replied the other, "but then,
he doesn't know what he's talking about,
anyway, so there's no harm done."
Mr. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, W. Va.,
writes: "I was a sufferer from kidney
disease, so that at times I could not get
out of bed, and when I did I could not
stand straight. I took Foley's Kidney
Cure. One dollar bottle and part of the

second cured me entirely." Foley's Kidney Care work· wonders where others
are total failure·.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

fonnd. He put lu a few handfuls of
tacks Instead. Then he ran out. The
whcatiield was black and white, like α
checkerboard, with pies. The farmer
gave a loud yell, and the birds all flew
ui> Into a tall poplar. Ile fired, and.
lo, every bird was nailed fast to the
tree.
They were nailed fast. Their
(lapping wings tilled the air with a
loud whir. The farmer, amazed, stood
watching them. Then α strange thing
happened. The birds, with one graud
united effort, pulled up the huge tree
and flew away with it."

An Event
"What's the matter? You look as If
something extraordinary had happen-

_Λ_

Snob oomplezions come to all who use
35
Mountain Tea.
Hollister's

Rocky

oents, Tea or Tablet·.
O. D. Stevens.

jumper Co.;

P. A. Shurtleff 4

Horses Warm.

Gasoline

Cylinder

I have

Oil.

A LOW PRICE
—

to close out odd

patterns and clean

line of

Stable Blanket*,
$1.25, »·5°» '-75»

Corner Main and Danforth

St?.,

MAINE,

NORWAY,

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
0Ε·Ι0Ν·

Copyright· Ac.

Α η τοπ· imdlng « ikatch and deeerlptJon may
quickly aaoartaln onr opinion free whathar an
ΓητβηΟοη la
oa Patenta
tlonaatrietir confidant
eant free. oideat aaeney foraaeoracntanta.
Mcnrtpg

prob*bly^OT^lfcOommnnlo*·
wcy'for

Scientific American.

A bandaomaly lllaatratad weekly.
calation of any «dentine loamaL
Λ by
*,L

ISmUBiT°Λ

Umat esTama, H ·

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

25,

2

Blanket», large size,
$1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50,

Street

4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50.

Sulky Plows.

Robes and Horse
—

General Line Fan Machinery.

Furnishings,

ALSO

Trunks, Bags, Suit Cases.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

South Paris.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Desirable Residence for Sale,
The

Capt.

Η. N. Bolster home-

stead situated in South Paris

village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

a

Optician.

Morris Klain,

If In want of any kind of KlnUh for In-: e or
Outalde work, tend In your orders. PIm Luo
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cmn

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Mitchcd Hapl Woo<l Floor r.oar U fur »a!e.

Ë.

<ΙΙΑ\ΙΗ.ΙΙί.

W.

Sumner,

Weet

the Paris Town

carrying on

Farm for

one

year.

No

team want-

large family. Answer price
wanted by Friday, Mar. 15. 1 ,7.

ed,

or

Selectmen

01

Puns.

Wanted.

Ashes

I will pay 12 cents per bushel for
good hard wood ashes, and will call
for them.

HENRY C, COOLIDGE.

J.

S. BROWN,

R. F. D. 2, South Paris.

NOTICE.

Citizens'

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of

EDWARD E. ALLEN, late of Paris,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds a« the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said dcceated
are desired to present the same for settlement,

Telephone.

For Service
A

to make

right good

right

the

y. ALLEN.

NOTICE.

size.
•

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of
LYDIA Am>t LYD1A A. A. WOODBURY,
late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persona having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
ment Immediately.
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
Mar. 19th, 1907.

Berkshire Boar, just
Service fee $1

A. K.

00.

JACKSON.

South Paris, Me.

For Sale in South Paris.

the
The bouse and laud belonging
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hi wett,
situated in the center of the village. lia»
two apartments of seven and eitflif tih idi
with sheds, large attic, &c., ami is m
excellent condition. The grounds are
extensive, containing additional home

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has t>ecn duly appointed administratrix of the
eetate of
MARY T. HILBORN. late of Pars,
In the County of Oxford, decensud, and given
bond» aa the law direct·. All person* having
denunda against the eetate of said deceaaed are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Mar. 19th, 1907.
CORA E. HARDY.

lots.

W. T. IIEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent. S. Paris.

Eggs

for Hatching.

Pure bred White

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed executor of the last
will and testament of
ESTHER P. NOBLE, late of Norway,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased arc desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make pincent 'mmedlatelv.
Mar. 19th, 1907.
EDWARD H. NOBLE.

SAMUEL V. ABBOTT, late of Rumford, deceased; will and petition for probate thcr of
presented by James S. Wright, the executor

llitnt.

■

Bids Received
For

NOTICE.

HARRIET R. BIRD, lato of Paris, deceased:
wtll and petition for probate thereof presented
by Julia E. Mlllctt, the exccutrlx therein named.

of atj

Also Window & Door Frames,

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed admlnlstiator with the
will annexed of the estate of
SARAH N. COOLIDGE, late of Canton,
In the County of Oxford, dcccased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requeste·! to make payment immediately.

published

>un<l.
arket

|

l'aj>

I will furnish DOOKS and WINDOW
Size or Style at reasonable prlcce.

last will am! testament of
HANNAH B.JELLISON, late of Porter.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
GEORGE E. DAVIS.
JOHN S. ROUNDS.
CHAS. W. PI LL9BURY.
Mar. 19fh, 1907.

Vo all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Mar., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and seven. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It ts hereby Obdkrkd :
That notice thereof be given to all person* Interested, by causing a copy of this or 1er to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parti, In said County, tnut they may appear at a
Probate Court to bo held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of April, A. D. 1907, at 9
of the clock In tho forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

ecnt

tu

lie.

Builders' Finishl

NOTICE.
The subscriber· hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointe·! cxccuturs of the

JAMES

■*-.

Ε. H. CH WIMJ It

of officers for the ensuing year will
he held at the office of the Treasurer
in South Paris on Saturday, April 6,
ir.07, at five o'clock, p. m.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Clerk and Treas.
South Paris, Me., Mar. 19, 1907.

requested

r

more

ere>I to nlm here.
He buys fol·leil newspapers.
He Is paying for mixed rag», 1
Rubbers according to market.
price for bran sacks.

The annual mee'ing of the Peo-

are

Me.
Norway.
fur
ruli

Can afford to and will pay

ple's Water Company for the election

pavmdbt Immediately.
Mar. 19th.1907.

to

WRIGHT, Adm.

bere, and metal than any stranger that α
your bouse.
He paye from Φ5 to **.» per tun for Iron

MEETING.

and all Indebted, thereto

Apply

located.

REMEMBER!

People's Water Company.

Mar. 19th, 1907.

story house, ell and stable,

JAMES S.

NORWAY, MAINE.

A.Wl'AL

two

centrally

Lomst Prices u Oxford Gouty.

Plymouth

Κ »ck.

Setting of thirteen eggs, 50 cents.
RAYMOND L. ATWOOD,

Paris. Maine.

Specialist
Specialist

I

'le·
For sixteen years I have fltted glane* to
s
fectlve eyes ami nothing else— that make- me
specialist. If your eyes trouble you tn ai y *>?<
and If you want expert advice In repart to the
who
same, coine to the man who 1* a speclall-t.
does one thing only. No charge for eye naniln·
atlon*

or

consultation.

OR. PARMENTER
Eye Specialist, Norway,

Me.

Tel. 1*

«■

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the Unite I States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
1
Id the matter of
XAVIKR UIKARDIN alla» I
,,.1Ilkrl
>'

f,n

FRANK JORDAN.
of Hartford, Bankrupt. J

To the creditors of Xavier Glrarltr. a'.M
HIRAM D. MERRILL, late of Bucklleld. de''»·
ceased ; will and petition for probate thereof pre- Frank .Jor<lan In the County of Oxford 111
sented by Anna .4. Merrill, the executrix there- trlct aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the Mlidayof
in named.
March, Λ. I>. liiof, the said Xavier Ulrariln !"
ELLEN M. BLAKE, late of Paris, deceased; Frxnk Jordan whm duly adjudicated bankrupt,
will and petition for probate thereof presented and that the flrst meeting of lilt creditor-, wi.i t*
Mar!ktt
by James H. Blake, tu ! executor therein named. held at thé office of the Referee, Ν·>
South Paris, On the 3rd day of Apr" A
HENRY OARY, late of l'arls, docoa»ed; will Sqnure,
D. 1907, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, ;ii w: '.et
•nd petition for probate thereof presented by
time the said cre<lltors may attend, pro*·· the.r
Mellen Eatiman, the executor therein naine<l.
claims. Appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
GEORGE P. HAMMOND, late of Paris, He- and transact such other business as may prop
ceased ; will and petition for probate thereof pre- erly conic before aald meeting.
South Parts, Mar. is, 1907.
sented by Frank B. Hammond, a legatee and
devisee under the

sunn·.

JOSEPHINE 7H0MES, late of Bucklleld, de
ceased; first and final account presented for allowance by R. C. Thomcs, executor.
CYNTHIA E. MORRILL, late of Sumner, deceased; petition for determination of collateral
Inheritance tax pre-ented by James A. Ames,

administrator.

WHITMAN, late of Bethel, deceased; petition for allowance out of personal
estate presented by Ucitha A. Whttnuo, widow.
ALDEN CHASE, late of Woodrtock.dcceaeeJ;
final account preecmed for allowance by A.
Mont Chase, executir.
BERT G.

C C. FLETCHER, Iste of Hartford, de
ceased ; first account for allowance find petition
for distribution of balance remaining in his
hands presented by Cyrus T. lion ne y, executor.

A RTHCR N. PERKINS, late of Rnmford, deceased; petition for order tj distribute balance
remaining in hla hand· presented by Frank C.
Perkins, admlnlttrator.
HAROLD L. HAPGOOD of Ruinford, a
minor; first and flnal account presented for allowance by James 9. Wright, guardian.

FRANK M. COLE, late of Woodstock, depetition for order to ni»tribute balance
remaining In hla hand· presented by Jamca 8.
Wright, admlnl'trator with the will annexed.
LYDIA 8. LUDDEN, late of Canton, de
deceaaed ; first account presented for allowance
by Adelbert Delano, administrator.
FRANK O. 8PBISG and JANE O. SPRING
of Rrownfleld, minora; petition for license to sell
and convey real estate presented by Mary E.
ceased ;

Spring, guardian.

SOPHIA Π. LAKIN, late of Pari*, deceaaed:
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist, will «1)1
and petition for probate thereof proitcnted
at Elm House, Norway, Thurs- by Jesse G. Dexter, the executor therein named.
E. HERRICK, Judge of Mid Court.
day, Jan. 17th. Hours, 10:3ο A. m. A ADDISON
trua oopy—Attest :
ALBEIT D. ΡΑΒΕ, —jt—r.
to 4 p. m. Eyes examined fiée.

be

»·οο,

2.50, 3.00, 3.50.

therein named.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

No Cau·· For Alarm.

Fltogtnfl· Blatter.

—

up stock.

up?"

that he to a creditor. Servant—Well, I
heard him groaning. If he Isn't 111 he
mast have a very big blU to collect.—

ON

Carpets

Wool

extra ordinary has hapDo you see that street sweeper—the fellow who Is stirrlng#thlugs

Young Doctor—Do you think the visitor is really a patient? I am afraid

good

a

PKOBATE NOTICE*.

by

oomplexion,

Prie·

50c & $1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

"Smiethiug

Record-Herald.

OUGHS and

^OLI)S

pened.

"Yes. What about him?"
"When he saw me coming a moment
ago lie stopped and didn't try to choke
me with dust and germs."—Chicago

/fONSUHPTION

I
FOR
1 v

ed."

Of Course He Old.
"If I were nominated for the presiNell—Isn't she a peculiar girl? She
Mr.
wouldn't look at him when be was rich, dency of the United States," said
but now, after he's loat all his money, Henpeck, "I would"—
"You nominated for president of the
she sccepts him.
Belle—Well, you know bow crazy United States!" his wife Interrupted.
every woman is to get anything that's "What are you thinking of? You mean
reduced.
if we were nominated, don't you?"
Then he wisely changed the subject.
beautiful
a
one
appreciate·
Every
men. —Chicago Record-Herald.
so much desired

No one is immune from kidney
ao just remember that Foley's Kidney
iath*Wer<d."
Jaok—Why do you close your eyea
Care will stop the irregularities and
Toothpicks should not appear either
U· NASSAU STKttT. NEW YORK.
kisa you?
on the table or sideboard, nor should whenever I
core any ease of kidney and
bladder
MOSES* P. smes· DUtrtct Mgr., trouble that la sot
Mande—So that I can dream that It la
be
used
In
ever
at
or
the
the
table
the
of
reach
they
beyond
Dlok doing tha kissing.
medicine. F. A. Shutlafl * Co.
presenoe of others.

"Urged

"

LUWC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery

—

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

THI

WTH

PIE BIRDS OF BRITTANY.

They Must Be Pretty 8trong, According to This Breton 8tory.
"The pendulum will swing back. We
"Speaking of exaggerations," said a
shall one day be more moderate in our
traveler, "reminds me of the pie bird
pursuit of wealth."
of the Breton farmer.
story
"Oh, yes, indeed. Conceivably the
,4There was a farmer lu Brittany
when tbe man who has
time is

CURE

»ND

system."—

New York.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

44

to the old

specialty.

Sepia

'Very well,' said I. 'I'm going out
Meanwhile
for α drive about town.
take my evening clothes out of my
trunk, have them pressed and laid out
for me. You'll find studs and buttons
for the shirt In that box on the dresser.
44

begine long before the snow is
ground, and it is wise to make a
selection from the first displays, if
possible. The tendency is decidedly
toward sheer effects, and the dainty
coming
French lawns and batistes, plain and
who wished to tell a visitor how his
with figures—vines, leaves, and wreaths grafted say 9100,000 will rest content
farm had been overrun with pies. Ties,
with
that
and become honest."
woven into them, will find first favor.
"Or if be does not he will suffer in tbe you know, are large birds, black and
Bird, cat. Trumpet, drum. "Pear, plum. Printed organdies in Dresden patterns, estimation of all decent men."
white, with long tails—a kind of crow.
Numerical Enigma: Cow- soft lawns, whether Persian or Swiss,
No. 35.
The farmer suid the (ties devastated
and dainty Irish dimities are all in deTO
APPENDICITIS.
AVOID
HOW
V
slip.
mand. The variety of
in novelty
his fields horribly. If he put up scareNo. 3tt.—Word Syncopations: 1. Til- Swisses has never beendesigns
Most victims of appendicitis are those
equaled, some of
crows, the birds tore them down. One
Orino
fate.
who
are
habitually constipated.
age, lag, tile. 2. Frigate, rig,
the most attractive ones showing checks,
day his young son rau Into the granite
No. 37.
Transpositions: 1. Torso, double squares or white lines crossed by Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic con- farmhouse and shouted:
,
and
the
liver
hair lines of different shades of one stipation by stimulating
roots. 2. Damou, monad, nomad.
Key to the Fouler.
No. 33.—Diamond: 1. P. 2. Ale. 3.
Arabs. 4. Platoon. 5. Ebony. 0. Soy.
7.N.
No. 34.—Illustrated Itlddtemeree: Cucumber. Corn, wheat.
Butter, meat.
Crow, wren. Duck, hen. Mask, hat.

hope it will do.

76

color,

Mainp,

-

Keep Your

RHEDHATISH CANNOT BE

pepper,
skinned, boned, and minced fine, and
two tablespoonfuls of melted butter. It has all the good qualities of the
back
Stir over the fire to the consistency of a remedy in solid form and will rid you of day I went
soft scramble, fill the finger roll cases catarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to New York Press.
plate.—Ex.

■outh. Parle,

SOUTH PARIS.

Crayon,

Λ ο.

what

Agent,

General
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, He.

High Grade Portrait Work

It Has Stood the Test

bv

%s low as other

steamers of this Company, is
against fire and marine risk.

&

not

always

Mats, Mirrors

MARKET.

Billing· Blools.,

alternately leave Franklin Wharf,

Freight

Co.,

W. «Γ. Wtieeler db

Portland, and- India Wharf, Boston,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 p. m.

and Pictures,

EVER PLACED ON THE

all first

steam-

Picture Frames

BEST WRITING MACHINE

.Poole, Merrill, Prescott end The Lauter Player Pitno,
for just as ]ow
are
claaa, high grade instrumente, and are sold
the quality of the instrument· Also I have
for
sold
be
can
as
they
money
on hand.
Price»
several medium grade pianos. A large stock always
and
will
interest you in
we
and
try
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue
the best pianos that are on the market.
The Meblin,

This wonderful remedy mingles with the contents of
the stomach and digestive organs,
arouses the liver, and cleanses the bowels. Sold by your dealer, 35c.

"I bear
"Hark!" she interrupted.
"LET'S stand on ocb heads."
coming in. Why not ask him for
Drop six eggs into boiling water and papa
hure stood on end. And there
every
will never have a better
The disease whose cause is shrouded
let them cook for thirty mixtes. Drop me now? Ton
until they got blue and red
stood
in
tbe
bim
and meet
the.v
in mystery, the affliction that is said to
into cold water, shell tbem and cut io chance. Γ11 go
out
their
and
popped
face
eyes
the
and
can—"
In
and send him in,
you
be incurable, is commonly known as
quarters. Prepare a sauce as follows: ball,
"No, no!" he hoarsely whispered. and their tongues hung out. By and paralysis. Show us a person suffering
Heat two cupfuls of milk. Cream tosake don't do that! It's by Jimmy could not hold on any lon- with this disease, and you will flna
gether one tablespoonful of butter and "For heaven's
window to the pavea little sigh and
that at some time previous to the attwo tableepoonfuls of flour; pour the thirty feet from this
ger, and he just sighed
hot milk slowly over the mixture and ment. When I mention the matter to tumbled over on his back. And then tack, the patient suffered from some
somewhere
form of Rheumatism. This dangerous
cook to a smooth cream. Season with your father I want to do it
Charlie tumbled over on his bark.
one-half teaspoonful of salt and one- on the ground floor."
wait- disease should not be neglected, espeThey lay there a few moments,
cially where there is a cure within such
quarter teaspoonful of white pepper.
His Narrow Escape.
ing to tumble, but somehow they stuck easy reach. We refer to Smith's SpeChop two large cold boiled onions, add
as
Earth
Mother
old
to
Tribune
)
as
(Chicago
tight
just
cific Uric-O, a harmless compound, free
them to the sauce and pour it over the
Mr. Ferguson, two of whose down* 'they ever had.
from alcohol and poison, and made to
Sprinkle the top thickly with soft
eggs
with
asked
Jimmy
had
dined
Uric-0 acts
friends
town
him,
just
"Have you gone yet*f"
cure Rheumatism only.
bread crumbs, moistened slightly with
with marvelous swiftness on the blood,
melted butter, and bake in a hot oven bad taken them into the library for a without looking up.
muscles and kidneys, and cannot fail
for about fifteen minutes, or until the smoke.
"No. not yet," answered Charlie.
"I must tell you a good one on my
all traces of poisonous Uric
crumbs are crisp and brown.
I don't believe we are going to remove
"Well,
wife," he said. "She's been roasting me
and Rheumatic acid from the system.
said
fall,"
Jimmy.
to
EGG UASKETS.
because I look at the headlines in the
Uric-0 is not a cathartic, does not affect
"And neither do I." answered Char- or distress the stomach, and is the only
Shell and cut in halves the required papers once in a while to see if anything
the
inisuuderstood
we
"I
lie.
guess
in
the Thaw
Remove important is happening
number of hard-boiled eggs.
known liquid preparation that will rethe yolks and mix to a smooth paste trial. Well, the other afternoon, while teacher."
lieve and permanently cure Rheumawith melted butter, allowing half a tea- the girl was away, she pnt a pan of bin"I guess we·did," said Jimmy.—Chi- tism in its most distressing forms. We
want all Rheumatic sufferers to test the
spoonful to each egg yolk; season with cuite in tbe oven to bake, and while ebe cago Tribune.
salt, pepper and chopped parsley at dis- was waiting she picked up a paper and
merits of Uric-0, therefore by addresscretion. Fill the whites with the mixt- began to read tbe stuff herself. She got
ing the SMITH DRUG COMPANY,SYRure, arrange them on hot boiled maca- so interested in it that she let the bisACUSE, N. Y., a liberal size sample and
TIPPED AS HE WENT.
and pour over all a well-seasoned cuits"—
circular will be sent free. Uric-0 is
Two gardeu vegetables are here sug- roni,
At this moment Mrs. Ferguson came
tomato sauce.
at tl.00 per bottle,
Hi· Promit· to Pay a Lump Sum sold bv Druggists
gested.
of
into the library for a book.
or will be tent direct upon receipt
Results.
Not
Did
QUAKING OMELET.
Bring
Wëekly
"And tbe joke of it was," continued
price.
No. 47.—Paralleloplpcdoa.
Beat the yolks of three eggs, one and Mr. Ferguson, without a moment's pause,
"I had lieurd all about the tipping
one-half tableepoonfuls of cornstarch, "that they found the cow next morning system tu Europe before going abroad," Uric-0 is sold and recommended in
1. ο ο ο ο υ ο ο υ υ i.
South Paris and West Paris by F. A.
and half a teaspoonful of salt well to- in a
Baid the young man Just returned from
forty-acre lot."
ο ο
Ο ο
gether. Put a pan, with a close-fitting "Ha! ha! ha!" roared the guests, (lis maiden voyage, "so I thought I'd Shurtleff & Co.
cover, to heat, while the whites of the laughing till the tears ran down their
8.000000000 4.
Ο
Inaugurate a new system. At a fasheggs are being whisked to a stiff froth. cheeks—but notât the story.
ο
ο
ionable hotel lu London the valet asο
ο
Add half a cupful of milk to the egg-andcornstarch mixture, mix well together,
signed to my floor was the subject of
Fixing the Women Folks.)
ο
5. οοοοοοοοοβ.
lightly fold in the whites, and turn the
Liu you always utn« uume biz uupics
my first experiment.
ο ο
ο ο
44
whole into the omelet pan, which has of the
4See here,' I said lu a frank, Jovial
paper?"
with
butter.
been
very slightly greased
"Not always."
7. οοοοοοοοοβ.
manner when be came lu to attend me,
Lover and place on the stove where it
"Then* why now?"
Ί want to make an arrangement with
1—2. A species of North Araericnu will brown but not burn. Cook about
"Because I want to get a chance to
it's an Infernal nuisance to be
you.
hot
turn
on
to
a
seven
fold,
minutes,
poplar.
read about that murder trial myself."
out tips every few minutes, or,
white
made
handing
and
serve
with
a
sauce
above.
dish,
To
rise
3—4.
of
A CARD.
as follows: Put one tablespoonful
at leust, when I want anything done.
5—6. A person in charge of money.
butter in a small pan, and, when it is
This is to certify that all druggists are Now, I purpose to lump the whole
7—8. A high elevation of land.
hot, add one teaspoonful of flour; stir authorized to refund your money if thing lu weekly payments. I expect
1—5. Implied, but not expressed.
until smooth, then gradually pour in one Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
to be here at least three weeks. Yo'u
3—7. Something which affords pleascupful of hot milk; let it boil up once, cough or cold. It stops the cough, heal· look after me to the best of your ability,
ure.
season with salt, pepper and chopped the
lungs and prevent! serious result· and at the end of each week I'll make
2—G. Plain and distinct.
VUI1VO) auu OVA TO Ο» VUVVi
from a cold. Cures la grippe coughs,
I'll give
SWI88 EGGS.
4—8. Having courage.
and prevents pneumonia and consump- It all right with you—In fact.
more lu a lump sum than you
you
The
no
tion.
Contains
small.
1—3. Something
opiates.
genuine
Cover the bottom of a fire-proof porIs I hat satisfacIn tips.
celain serving dieh with a thick layer of is in a yellow package. Refuse substi- would get
5—7. An interjection.
Water
in
F.
A.
A
Co.
tutes.
Shurtleff
tory Y
it
with
a
tea2—4. A husk or pod containing seed, grated cheese, sprinkle
44
but I
said
be
saltcheerfully,
of
half
a
sir,'
mustard
and
'Quite,
spoonful
β—8. To disencumber.
"Well," said he, anxious to make up fancied he looked disappointed.
of
and Oil a
and
over it half
No. 40.—Kaoy

^PIANOS.^.

many forms of sickness.

lines.

yolks, give another sprinkling of breadcrumbs and another layer of cheese;

native bird;

When Valor Failed.
Three notes compose Its song.
pour over it half a cupful of cream and
"There ia nothing," be aaid, aa be
No. 14.—Arltbmosrraph.
place the pan in a moderate oven for fif- held the beautiful girl in hla atrong emteen minutes.
brace, "that I would not dare for you.
My whole Is a word of twelve letters
Tbere ie no danger that I wonld not willOMELET WITH CHEESE.
which means yielding content
face fgr your dear aake. No deed
1-2-3 is having placed.
Beat the yolks of five eggs, add five ingly
would be too basardona for me to underteaa
small
of
4-1 is an intransitive verb.
water,
tableepoonfuls
take, with you to urge me on. When I
spoonful of salt, and a dusting of pep- look into your eyea, Genevieve, my heart
7-8-9 is a deed.
and
to
a
froth
Beat
the
whites
dry
narrative.
per.
a
6-9-10-11-12 is
leapa, and becomea tbe heart of a lion.
gently fold them into the yolks. Butter My wnole being ia thrilled. It aeema to
6-7-8-9 is anything done.
a large satin-smooth frying-pan, heat it,
me imbned with the spirit of a knight of
pour in the mixture and remove the pan old. Ab! darling, I oan well understand
No. 4S—Kllaloa·.
to a cool part of the range that the
how the nobles who met in tbe lists long,
The middle letter of the first word.in omelet may brown and not burn. When
ago were willing to risk tbeir lives
long
in
orout
the
taken
set
on
is
the pan
each pair of words
upper when tbe colors of those
nicely browned,
they loved were
of
the
that
the
of
the
oven,
top
grate
der to leave the secoud word.
fastened to their shields! I, too, could be
a
half
cook.
omelet
cap- a
Sprinkle
may
Itoyal. true; a vision, a drink; un
Lancelot, with yon, my Qenevieve, to
ful of dry grated cheese over It, and fold
fastened, to be deprived of.
urge me on. Oh, if I might but have an

MATTER

THE

SCALLOPED KG08 WITH FISH.

BOGS AND CELEB Y.

l<y ascoNo's oft abused,
And then 'tis very sad.

OF

ty anin··

17 £■ ο

CIS KCCtpM·

No. 43.—Charade.
My first Is sometimes used
When boys are very bad.

THE REAL TRUTH

Spirit

(Bridgeport NagiamJ
"To make this community ι good
to livel" That, aft trail, to
in
whieh
plaoe
Μ· the true ideal (or tboao who seek to
foater loeal pride. When eittee which
have made it their ohlef aim to- inoreaee
in number·, regardleaa of the quality of

"sx^s^sssgysessr
OoLomr, Oxford Demoonu, Sooth Pu)·,

my horoscope," then I cry,
thou naught for such as IT
as If on the wind to fly."
Thou
The cat heeds not as-she hurries by.

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

Public

HDMEMAKESST COLUMN.

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee tn Bankruptcy-

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the Culled ."Hate·· for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In tbe matter of
)
Id Bankruptcy·
STERLING A. DOBSON,
of Rumfonl, Bankrupt.
To the creditors of Sterling A. Dobson In th<
County of Oxford and district aforesaM
Notice 1» hereby given that on the 16th day oj
Mirch, Α. Ι). Ι'.Όι, the said Sterling Λ. 1>()
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tnt
flr»t meeting of his creditors will be held at toe
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, sou»
»
Carls, on the 3rtl day of April, A. D. 1'Λ·.
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claim»·
»»'■
appoint a truDtee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may propeny
come before aald meeting.
South Parle, Mar. 18. 1907.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee tn Rankrut>''T

)

MOTICK.
In the Dlatrlct Conrt of the United Sûtes for the
District of Maiue. in Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankrupt* Γ
JOHN MCNEIL,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To tbe creditor* of 'ohη McNeil, 1" th<*
County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid
Notice ia hereby given that on tne 11th <w°·
March, A. D. 11107, the said John McNeil
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the or»»
meeting of hla creditors will be held at the office
or the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South I »«· »
on the *7th day of Mar., A. D. 191", at 10 ο
in the forenoon, at which time the said creditor»
»
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
besuch other business aa may properly come

(

ç.o»

fore said meeting.
Sooth Parts, Mar. if. 1907.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Estent U MBkruptcr·

